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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representative

Gentlemen : The Legislative Research Council submits here-
with a report prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau on the
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council
Gentlemen: House Order No. 3125, as amended, directed the

Legislative Research Council to make a study of the subject matter
of (a) House, No. 1570 of 1961, (5) General Laws, chapters 81 and
90, and (c) all related matters. These three references deal with
provisions, current and proposed, relating to the state subsidy pro-
grams under which state aid is distributed to cities and towns for
local road purposes.

The Legislative Research Bureau submits such a report herewith.
Its scope and content are determined by statutory provisions which
limit Bureau output to factual reports without recommendations.

The preparation of this report was the primary responsibility of
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HERMAN C. LOEFFLER
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Scope and Content of Study.
This report reviews state aid toward local highway con-

struction and maintenance, particularly the present formula
of distribution. Consideration is also given to administra-
tive practices, to several bills proposing revisions of present
state aid programs and to the financing of state aid for local
roads.

Modification of the state aid formula is a matter of direct
application of legislative policy or delegation of development
of that policy, at least in part, to highway administrators.
To provide background for legislative policy determination,
the report first discusses competition among the several units
of government for highway tax dollars and the priority of
their needs. Highway and finance administration are then
taken up in broad terms, followed by an indication of the
nature and trends of state aid for roads, including the pres-
ent state aid system and recent legislative proposals to
change it. The report concludes with a summary of the
issues raised and an appraisal of various components of
state aid formulas.

Highway Administration and Finance.
To meet the great road needs of the twentieth century a

vast administrative system has been developed embracing
all levels of government. The five areas of jurisdiction con-
cerned are (1) federal, (2) state, (3) county, (4) city and town,
and (5) special units. They provide for three levels of road
systems in particular, as follows: (a) state highway sys-
tems, (b) municipal or urban streets, and (c) rural roads.

Cfte Commontoealtj) of Qgassactjusctts

STATE AID TO CITIES AND TOWNS FOR HIGHWAY
PURPOSES.

SUMMARY OF REPORT.
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The Federal Government plays an expanding role in the
highway picture with a large grant-in-aid program admin-
istered by the United States Bureau of Public Roads. Four
types of federal grants are involved relative to three so-called
“ABC” systems consisting of primary, secondary and urban
highways, respectively, and a fourth type of grant, for inter-
state highways. All federal grants are made contingent on
various conditions.

Notwithstanding the importance of federal aid, the States
have primary responsibility for providing adequate highway
facilities. In Massachusetts, the state highway system of
2,385 miles of road arteries is the immediate concern of the
Division of Highways in the State Department of Public
Works.

Local units of government within the Commonwealth
maintain a much greater road mileage in the State. More
than 23,500 miles are the primary responsibility of cities
and towns, with some county participation.

Of this local road mileage, 61 per cent is classified as
“rural” and 39 per cent as “urban” by the State. The
latter 39 per cent is located in communities containing more
than two-thirds of the state’s registered vehicles. Urban
roads carry very heavy burdens of traffic and total numbers
of local registered units do not measure the volume of traffic
which they service. The reason is that manufacturing, mar-
keting and distribution activities are largely concentrated in
urban areas, and thus urban streets, whether state or local,
must carry the vast bulk of commercial traffic.

In addition to state and local roads, the Metropolitan
District Commission administers a small aspect of the state’s
total highway system in Boston and its environs (169 miles).
While not very long, MDC boulevards and highways are
shown by traffic counts to be among the most heavily traveled
roads in the State. These important arteries of travel include
the Storrow Drive in Boston, Memorial Drive in Cambridge
and Morrissey Boulevard in Boston and Quincy.

The major sources of revenue for highway purposes are
collected from highway users, chiefly in the form of gaso-
line taxes and registration and other fees. In Massachusetts
all such revenues go into a special fund earmarked solely by
constitutional provisions for the construction and main-
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tenance of state highways and the retirement of highway
debt. In addition local roads are partially financed from this
fund through two state-aid programs and metropolitan roads
through direct appropriations.

The property tax is an important source of road financing,
particularly in the larger communities which cannot meet
their road expenses with the help of proportionately small
state grants.

Trends in State Aid for Local Roads.
Although state aid road programs go back quite far, the

real impetus for financial and other help by the State date
from the appearance of the automobile. The historical de-
velopment of these programs shows (a) the increasing im-
portance of highway user taxes, and (b) the increased degree
of federal and state aid for local highways.

Main aspects of current state-aid are (1) dedicated funds
which protect the steadily rising annual yields of highway
taxes from non-highway use, (2) the manner of appropriat-
ing highway funds for local use, and (3) the extent of grants
which are largely contingent upon local governmental struc-
ture and responsibilities.

State Highway Subsidy Formulas.
Legislative proposals to change the distribution formulas

of state funds for local roads raise questions relative to the
basic purpose of a state-aid program; the portion of total
highway revenues which local units should receive; the
formula of local distribution; the total amount of high-
way assistance which the State should extend; and the
degree of local control which the State should impose.

A formula can be simple or complex depending upon the
factors employed. Construction of such formulas raises
many considerations, in addition to the basic standard of
relative highway needs, e.g., human influences, the type of
traffic and technical problems peculiar to certain areas all
bear upon the problem. The report discusses the seven fol-
lowing criteria which have been selected by different author-
ities to help control the process of distribution on the bases
of (1) road mileage, (2) land area, (3) population, (4) vehicle
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registration, (5) vehicle miles, (6) assessed property valua-
tion, and (7) money needs.

1. Road Mileage. This factor is one of the most widely
used among the States. Massachusetts uses it in formulas
for both of its state-aid programs. It may be used in com-
bination with other factors, or it may only be applied to
certain types of roads so as to avoid, for example, equal
consideration for dirt roads as against improved surfaced
roads.

Used alone or without refinement the mileage factor favors
rural over urban considerations. Some States have intro-
duced an “adjusted road mileage’’ factor, favored by the
authorities, which recognises variable costs even among
competing rural units.

2. Land Area. A few States use this factor, Massachu-
setts does so, assigning it a 20 per cent weight in the distri-
bution of so-called Chapter 90 funds. This approach helps
rural governments with large land areas but small popula-
tions. Most authorities sharply criticize its use, except for
undeveloped areas, where it serves to bridge the gap between
population and road mileage.

3. Population. Most States use this factor in apportion-
ments to urban governments; a lesser number apply it to
rural governments but with varying weights attached. The
factor favors urban areas and is claimed to be a valid rep-
resentation of highway demand and use, and thus of needs.
Questions arise, however, (a) over the weight which should
be given to the population factor, and (b) whether it should
be used alone, or in the form of a density of population
criterion. Examples of the latter factor are discussed in the
report.

4. Vehicle Registration. Although this is the third most
commonly used apportionment factor throughout all the
States (behind road mileage and population) Massachusetts
does not use it. Such registrations may be measured either
by total numbers of units or by fees

The use of fee collections as a factor gives a rather com
plete picture of local road use and needs, since the type of
vehicle in use is taken into account whether pleasure,
light commercial, or heavy commercial vehicles. A prob-
lem connected with this factor is the accurate determina-
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tion of the extent of use of roads in a given town by domestic
as against out-of-town vehicles. Many of the registered
vehicles in some communities may make only light use of
local roads; conversely the streets of other communities,
notably the core cities of metropolitan areas, may carry a
much larger burden of traffic than is reflected by local reg-
istrations.

5. Vehicle Miles. This factor reflects the total number of
vehicles passing over a certain piece of road, multiplied by
the length of that road. Highway economists favor this
factor as the most accurate measure of highway needs.
Yet only two States employ it and then only on rural roads.
Difficulties associated with the use of this factor stem from
problems (a) of obtaining adequate data and interpreting
them properly, and (b) of possible local manipulation of
data. It is felt that if these problems can be overcome,
this factor helps greatly in putting road apportioning form-
ulas on a sound basis.

6. Assessed Property Valuation. Massachusetts is one of
only three States reported to use this factor, the approach
is usually limited to so-called Chapter 81 roads though it
has also figured in past special appropriation acts provid-
ing local highway aid. Authorities sharply criticize this
factor, chiefly because of its unreliability as a guide to road
needs, its susceptibility to local manipulation, and its un-
responsiveness to changing needs. To make matters worse,
the valuations used for formula purposes in Massachusetts
are those of World War II vintage. Hence, they come under
even more severe attack as being obsolescent and completely
out of line with today’s conditions.

7. Money Needs. Variable physical and economic con-
ditions underlie this factor which attempts to account for
variable local costs of roads and bridges. Its use as a factor
is criticized because needs change and data must be kept
current. Further criticism is directed at the probability of
local officials not being objective in arriving at their total
needs. Finally, it is argued that its introduction would
penalize efficient local units at the expense of less efficient
units.

Some States apparently are not persuaded by these criti-
cisms since recent legislative and administrative studies
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recommend the use of this factor as a measurement of
needs. The report treats the findings of these studies in
some detail.

The Present State-Aid System of Massachusetts.
The legislative history of the Chapter 81 program is de-

veloped in detail in the text. There have been few amend-
ments of the Chapter 90 statute authorizing state aid,
probably because the Department of Public Works is given
discretionary authority to adjust this program in line with
the needs of the entire road network within the State. An-
nual appropriations over the last decade have averaged $5.2
millions for Chapter 90 aid, and $2.6 million for Chapter 81
aid.

Chapter 90 funds are also available to the towns of Massa-
chusetts for both construction and maintenance but the
practice of the Department of Public Works is to allot them
to cities for local construction work only. This does not
reduce the total share which a city is entitled to receive,
however. The initial distribution of total available funds is
made by the Department of Public Works under a policy
set by the Commissioners who allot total moneys on the
basis of land (20 per cent weighting) and population and
road mileage (each 40 per cent weighting). The actual cost
of a Chapter 90 construction project is shared jointly by the
State (50 per cent), the county (25 per cent), and the city or
town (25 per cent), but this ratio is not rigid and the State
bears a larger burden under certain conditions. The county,
and the locality (city or town) must each provide from local
revenues for matching purposes. For Chapter 90 mainte-
nance projects the ratio is one-third state, one-third
county, and one-third local; maintenance appropriations
usually amount to between 10 per cent and 20 per cent of
total construction allotments. The text details the pro-
cedure which a local government must follow to obtain
these funds and also outlines the considerations which
enter into the Department’s final decision as to priority of
projects.

Chapter 81 funds are available only to the 182 towns which
were valued at less than $5 million in the 1945 equalized val-
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uation act, and which have a certain road mileage ratio.
The process of determining this ratio is described in the
text. Funds appropriated for this program can be used
only for maintenance purposes which include, however,
sanding and snow removal. In recent years the State has
contributed up to $275 per local mile of highway, of which
not more than $75 per mile may be spent on snow removal
or sanding; each town must put up a matching sum which
varies according to the road mileage ratio with town shares
ranging from $l5 to $l5O per mile.

Neither Chapter 81 nor Chapter 90 funds may be used for
any costs related to public utility structures, or for land
takings, easements, or betterments. All expenditures are
made under Department of Public Works supervision.

As indicated in the report the state-aid programs have
been under sharp attack with increasingly frequent and in-
tensive criticism in recent years. A basic need to meet that
criticism is a thorough appraisal of the function and the con-
dition of all local highways, and a projection of future high-
way needs. Such a major classification study would help
develop a better formula for distributing state funds. The
text develops the approaches that have been taken by other
jurisdictions faced with the same problem.

Proposals to Revise State-Aid Program of Massachusetts.
The report discusses at considerable length four bills

which were filed for 1961 legislative consideration, proposing
the revision of various facets of the state-aid program. None
of them passed.

House, No. 1560 of 1961. The first bill, House, No. 1560,
was based on earlier similar proposals which have been
filed as far back as 1947. The 1961 version called for an an-
nual appropriation of $l5 million for state-aid purposes in
contrast to the present appropriation of $9.6 million ($7
million for Chapter 90 work plus $2.6 million for Chapter 81
work). In addition, the Chapter 81 program would be re-
pealed and all communities would receive the allocations
that are indicated in the classification schedule spelled out
in the text. The schedule is determined by (a) the number
of motor vehicles registered in each city or town and (b) the
mileage of local roads.
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The resultant graduated scale of state payments of the
10 classes of communities ranges from the $2BO per mile to
be received by the towns in the lowest class to the maximum
subsidy of $3,400 per mile for the highest class, consisting
of Boston alone. Matching contributions by local govern-
ments would no longer be required. All Chapter 81 com-
munities would receive a larger state contribution under
this bill than at present, but its provisions are drafted so
that urban communities would receive greater assistance.

This type of proposal is opposed by the state Department
of Public Works which feels that priority demands on the
state highway system preclude any such increase on local
aid payments at this time. It is also in disfavor with state
fiscal advisers who feel that relieving cities and towns of
obligations in this field would only encourage them to ab-
dicate their responsibilities.

House, No. 1570 of 1961. - A second bill, House, No. 1570,
also proposes an increased annual appropriation of $l5 mil-
lion for distributions to cities and towns for highway pur-
poses. Unlike the preceding proposal this bill would supple-
ment the existing programs rather than replace either of
them, and annual state-aid contributions would therefore
rise by the full amount of $l5 million.

This bill is also based on former proposals which, how-
ever, were enacted. It calls for distributions based on the
statutory schedule of grants alloted by the State in 1956
from funds obtained by a highway bond issue; this sched-
ule, in turn, was based on earlier statutory grants.

Whereas the preceding bill, House, No. 1560, relies on ve-
hicle registrations and local road mileage to make local
allocations, this bill employs a schedule of allotments
which are based on equalized property valuations of 1945
and state payments per mile of road figured on 1939 con-
ditions.

The report discusses in considerable detail the anomaly
of a formula based on 1945 equalized valuations under pres-
ent day 1961 conditions. To demonstrate the glaring in-
equities caused by use of such obsolescent valuations, se-
lected communities are compared on the basis of equalized
valuations of 1945, and equalized valuations proposed for
1961. Some towns which have long been eligible and have
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been receiving Chapter 81 aid, have progressed so rapidly
in their economic status that their continuation as bene-
ficiaries of this program will be under ever stronger attack

Unfortunately the substitution of 1961 valuations in the

of local capital outlay programs for highway and other con-
struction to which many communities have committed
themselves. Their action has been prompted by an expec-
tation of continued state highway aid on the same general
scale as occurs under existing law. It would also be unsatis-
factory to include other communities in the Chapter 81
program by raising the $5 million maximum valuation to
some other figure, for the entire State is experiencing eco-
nomic changes which will affect many communities. Thus,
various communities now developing slowly may experience
an economic boom tomorrow throwing the program further

In short, it is not the obsolescence of 1945 valuation that is
the biggest issue. The issue is rather the validity of using

Some balance might be restored by legislative review of
the present list of Chapter 81 towns to determine their right
to participate in this program in view of the original purpose
of the program. If that purpose is to be met equitably, some
changes cannot be avoided.

In any event the prominent use of assessed valuations in
the proposal, House, No. 1570, is viewed as most unsat:
factory in many quarters as an approach to state-aid for

House, No. 2100 and House, No. 2101. Finally, two other
bills, House, No. 2109, and House No. 2101, relating to state
aid for local roads are the subject of study in this report. The
former bill would increase the state aid by 40 per cent under
the Chapter 81 program (from $250 to $350 per mile). Ac-
tually the increase in the state contribution would be only
27 per cent because annual appropriation acts have already
increased the above $250 per mile, as required by Chapter 81,
to $275 per mile. This latter ratio of increase means that

from other communities now in a substantially less favored
economic position, which receive no such aid.

formula at this time would cause serious difficulties because

out of balance.

assessed valuations as a factor in the formula of highway
aid distribution.

local roads.
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present state allocations would have to jump from the pres-
ent total $2.6 million per year to a total of more than $3.3
million annually.

The latter bill, House, No. 2101, proposes a shift in the
present ratio of sharing Chapter 90 costs. The current
policy of the Department of Public Works relative to local
costs of highway construction requires state payments of
50 per cent, and payments by both counties and cities of
25 per cent each; relative to maintenance cost these three
ratios become one-third each.

Instead of the foregoing, this new proposal would by stat-
ute apply a single set of ratios to all Chapter 90 projects and
then distribute the sharing on the basis of 60 per cent state
and 20 per cent each for the counties and cities or towns.

Summary of Issues.
Cities and towns continue to press for more state-collected

highway revenues. Their sincerity is not in question. But
others contend that further diversion is “an unsound high-
way fiscal practice,” and that non-users who reap substan-
tial benefits from local rural roads and urban streets should
meet those costs. They argue that as local units of govern-
ment get increased state assistance they put up less of their
own revenues.

A general issue emerges which can be summarized by
stating the three principal positions as follows:

1. If local streets which serve local residents are the re-
sponsibility of the general highway user, then necessary
funds to build and maintain them should be drawn from
the state-collected highway fund.

2. If local streets serve local residents primarily, they
should bear the financial responsibility of beneficiaries and
local highway costs should be drawn solely from local funds.

3. However, if such local streets are a joint responsibility,
partially that of the local government because of obvious

local benefits, and partially that of the State because a mod-
ern local network of streets is essential for the health and
growth of the state’s economy, then joint participation
requires a joint financial effort. But in what proportion?
Is fiscal capacity to control, —or the use and benefits of
each local road, or local needs alone?
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By state aid, the Commonwealth has rejected the view
that local roads are solely a local responsibility. The mid-
dle ground of joint responsibility is the field of battle and
here the real issue seems twofold: (1) Can the State increase
its aid, and (2) how can local road needs be established so as
to get maximum use of state funds?

The present system has survived only because of the fear
that great difficulties and burdens will accompany any basic
change. But proponents of change argue this unhappy sit-

uation can be improved by adopting a new program which
*tdll not reduce the present amount of assistance to the
small towns. If such a guarantee is given, they believe a
new program to be feasible. A heavy obligation falls upon
the State to take the initiative.

Working out this difficult problem calls for mutual un-
derstanding. Local officials must recognize that there is a
priority of needs for the highway tax dollar and that the
motor vehicle owner and road user cannot pay unlimited
taxes. Unless gasoline taxes are increased, any increased
sums for local purposes must come largely from the $35
million of state highway money which is the only amount
the General Court can redistribute as things now stand.
It is estimated that maintenance costs of the Interstate
System in Massachusetts when completed will alone drain
$4 million annually from the Highway Fund.

Conclusions.
The Chapter 81 formula of state aid obviously has serious

defects. Insofar as the formula relies on equalized valua-
tions which were established nearly 17 years ago, many cases
of hardship and injustice and a few cases of undeserved bene-
fits have been caused. Further, reliance on road mileage as
an additional factor without reference to (a) variable costs
of road maintenance, (b) road needs or (c) traffic densities,

an additional hardship on eligible communities whose
highway burdens are heavier than their mileage indicates.

Valuation Factor. Authoritative works on road financing
usually oppose the use of valuations as a legitimate factor
in apportioning road funds. Updating the old valuations
of 1945 now in use in the state highway aid formulas would
eliminate many Massachusetts inequities but they would
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still be irrelevant; furthermore, even if those updated val-
uations are used, they too, would gradually become out-of-

In one respect, the 1945 valuations do have a bearing;
they help reflect the fiscal capacity of the small towns and
the poorer communities and thus the relative needs of
these local units. However, these needs relate to 1945 con-

Road Mileage Factor. - The use of road mileage as a factor
is considered unfair when employed independently of mod-*
ifying factors. Used alone, it fails to reflect the differences
in highway construction and maintenance costs, ignores
traffic densities, and unjustly benefits communities which

munities with lesser mileages but higher construction and
maintenance standards.

As used in the distribution of Chapter 81 funds in Massa-
chusetts, road mileage is combined with equalized valua-

no other adjustment of the mileage for variable costs or
changing needs. Neither separately nor jointly do these
combined factors produce a currently fair or equitable
means of distributing funds for local road purposes. Their
objective is valid, but their method is not.

used in the present distribution of Chapter 90 funds,
road mileage is combined with factors of land area and pop-
ulation to determine the amount of aid to give a given com-
munity. Road mileage, with a 40 per cent weighting, is
criticized because it favors rural communities, particularly
because the second factor of land area also favors the rural
areas and most of the towns of Massachusetts. While road
mileage and population do reflect road needs within limits,

ch carries a 20 per cent weight in Chapter 90Lan

distribution, appears to have no real relationship to road
ate at this stage of our road network de-^*■

nsn

pulation Factor. Population, the third factor in Chap-
ter 90 distribution, also carries a4O per cent weight. It bal-

e road mileage factor by recognizing the demandsanc
on roads and streets due to the heavier concentration of
people, pleasure vehicles and service vehicles. It is arguable

date and create new inequities.

have a large mileage of inferior roads as against those com-

tions to determine local contributions. The formula makes

ditions.
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that population density might give a more accurate picture
of a community’s road use and road needs, and this pro-
posal deserves attention.

The present Chapter 90 formula, then, is also weighted in
favor of non-urban communities in an age when the vast
majority of motorists live and work in metropolitan urban
areas, and when present trends indicate that the urban
population will continue to grow more rapidly than our

Registration Factor. Registered motor vehicles are totally
Snored as a factor in distribution of funds in this State al-
though these vehicles are the very object for which today’s
roads are built. This factor is not perfect but it more
curately reflects traffic volume than does land area, or ob-
solete equalized valuation or road mileage. Because it por-
trays fairly accurately the number of vehicles used by the
resident population and the people who serve that popula-
tion, it is a better factor than population. Like population,
registrations favor urban areas, thus, their use in combina-
tion with population must be weighted to avoid favoring

The use of vehicle registrations in combinations with
other factors can be very helpful in determining road needs.
Coupled with road mileage, the number of registered vehi-
cles per mile in a community reflects traffic density. This
approach appears to be sound but is opposed by communities
with low traffic density and also by core cities, where local
streets carry a heavier traffic load than the core city’s total
vehicle registration reflects. Adjustments can be made for
both extremes through the use of equalization grants.

Use of this factor would have a striking effect on the very

no reduction in present grants is urged by many spokesmen
%5r the small towns, if the registration factor is adopted.

Vehicle Registration Fee Factor. —lf fees are Used as a
factor the measurement is considered more accurate than
that of total units registered. The reason is that the fee
basis takes into consideration the types, as well as the num-
bers of vehicles and therefore adjusts for the use made of
roads and their maintenance costs.

rural population.

urban areas. Vehicle registration can be used as a substi-
tute factor for population.

small towns and for that reason a legislative guarantee of
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Other Factors. Two other factors merit serious legislative
consideration; (a) The use of vehicle miles, which some con-
sider to be the most accurate of all criteria in measuring local
road needs; (b) the use of the factor of money needs or high-
way costs which take into account the relativity of needs in
various jurisdictions and the varying effect of physical and
economic influences upon highway costs. This second factor
would show the relative construction and maintenance costs
as a measurement of needs. Both of these elements would
have to wait upon fundamental steps to improve
planning, namely, a major needs and classification study
embracing every local road, street and highway in the
Commonwealth.

General. Until new revenue permits appreciable in-
creases in state highway subsidies, there appears to be no
great urgency in correcting the defects of the present local
aid programs. New revenues may, in fact, be necessary
just to meet state obligations. At this time, a minimum
program ought to call for a detailed appraisal of local needs
so that state highway subsidies to local governments may
be placed on a less controversial basis, if and when addi-
tional revenues become available for this purpose.

As a final observation, it should be noted that state grants-
in-aid toward local highway costs, which have been the pri-
mary subject of this report, are only one aspect of state sub-
sidization of local units of government. Necessarily, this
report has concentrated on the background and ingredients
of the highway subsidy formula in use. No single one of
these factors has been found to be ideally adjusted to the
needs of every local unit. But once factors are combined
they produce results in combination which are often ob-
scure, however adequately the separate factors may be de-
scribed. This vague and elusive result due to complicated
formula construction, is a most complex consideration
which makes so difficult the determination of fair
equitable distribution of state aid, for individual com-
munities especially. Under such circmstances the best
possible supporting data are needed if formulas are to be
applied as successfully as they theoretically ought to be.
In particular, such information should measure as accu-
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rately as possible the needs and abilities of local units from
both highway and financial viewpoints.

The foregoing text has of necessity dealt extensively with
both the advantages and disadvantages of state aid under
Chapters 81 and 90. The difficulties connected with the re-
vision of these traditional formulas should not be allowed
to confuse and obscure their basic purpose which is as sound
today as the day it was inaugurated.

That purpose is to have the State assist cities and towns
jp, meeting their local highway burden because the State
lhares a responsibility with them for this service of govern-
ment. In working out the struggle between the urban and
rural points of view which then arises, the General Court
must somehow balance (a) the justice and need of helping
its small towns meet heavy highway costs considering their
meager resources, with (b) the justice and need of helping
cities and the larger towns face up to their difficult and ex-
panding urban problems.

*



Chapter I. Origin and Scope of Study.

Legislative Background.
The directive for the present study, printed on the inside of t

front cover of this report, stems initially from hearings by the Com-
mittee on Highways and Motor Vehicles in early 1961 on the five
following proposals

House, No. 1560, filed by both Rep. Sumner Z. Kaplan of Brookline and R
D .ntially inertW. I ir

the maintenance and improvement of local rcnew distr

1 filed I
t

w

No. 1814, filed by Rep. Charles A. Bisbee, Jr., of Chester-
field, proposing a special commission to study development of an accelerated pro-
gram for secondary highways, and distributions from the highway fund to cities
and town,

4. House, No. 2101, also filed by Representative Bisbee, proposing a statutor
cost allocation formula for “Chapter 90” highway projects of 60 per cent state,
20 per cent county and 20 per cent local, instead of present 50 per cent, 25 per
cent and 25 per cent ratios, respectively, set by administrative policy.

5. House, No. 2100, filed by both Rep. Bisbee and Rep. Philip F. Whitmore of
Sunderland, proposing increased state aid for repair of “Chapter 81” road;

Of these five bills, the Committee on Highways and Motor Vehi-
cles reported favorably on House, No. 1570, the Patrone bill reviv-
ing a thrice-used basis of state highway aid. As a money bill it
was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, which
instead House Order No. 3125 directing the Legislative Researclr
Council to study and report on this general subject. This study
order, given concurrence by the Rules Committees, was adopted
by the House on May 9, 1961, after striking the language from the
order which authorized the Legislative Research Council to make
recommendations. The Senate concurred the next day.

Ci)E Commontoealtlj of opassacijusctts

STATE AID TO CITIES AND TOWNS
FOR HIGHWAY PURPOSES.

Hyde Par
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Scope of Report.

Specifically, the above study order, House, No. 3125, as amended,
directs the Legislative Research Council to study the subject matter
of (a) House, No. 1570 of 1961, (h) General Laws, Chapters 81 and
90, and (c) all related matters

i) House, No. 1570 of 1961. This “Patrone” bill would add
Taxation” chapter of the statutes (G. L. c. 58)

base future state aid from the Highway Fund on the statutory
formula which was used in a 1956 distribution (Acts of 1956, c. 718,
* J 7

lt would require an annual subsidy of 815 million which
would be used exclusively to reduce that portion of each local an-

rld otherwise be required to meet annual
rosts of constructing, reconstructing, maintaining and repairing
local highways and bridges in each city and town. The amount of
Federal funds allocated for local federally aided highway project
would not affect appropriations and expenditures under this prc
posal. The purpose and effect of this bill is developed in detail in
Chapter VI.

b ) General Laws, Chapters 81 and 90. Chapter 81 is concerned
it exclusively with land acquisition, planning, construction

d improvement of highways. Section 26 t
n port, the

mainder of the chapter is digested in Appendix A. Chapter 90
ncerned with regulation of motor vehicles, motor vehicle liability

n of 1, obvn

lence this re

red
vav Fi re

treated in detail in Chapter h
(c) All Related Matters. Be
udy order, this third section relates to administrative du

the State Department of Public Works and of local authorities in
the execution of the broad provisions of the relevant laws. i

ajfasties will only be discussed insofar as they bear on state aid for
ideal highways with emphasis on special problems faced bv some
local governments because of topography, geography, population

rd other fact

Under the above three sections of the study directive this rrepor

presents a general review of local aid programs administered by the
Department of Public Works with particular attention devoted to

new section
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financing, especially the distribution formula. Consideration is
also given to present practices, and to general results to be obtained
by adopting either the suggested formula in House, No. 1570 or a
variety of other approaches. Finally, the effort is made to correlate
the financing of state aid to highways with (a) the over-all, increas-
ingly difficult problems of local finance, and (5) the strongly held
belief of highway user groups that local governments should pay
most of the costs of local highway systems.

The Legislative Research Council cannot made recommendations,
and hence this report suggests no new program of state aid. How-
ever, the text does discuss new approaches to state aid and the
various factors that are employed in state aid formulas. Various
observations are presented after analysis of several documents
written by authorities and in the light of interviews with experi-
nced state, local and federal officials.
In any event, modification of the state aid formula for local dis-

tribution of highway funds is a matter of legislative policy, or, if
so delegated, for highway administrators.

To understand the present formula and the reasons for selecting
particular factors, the report first surveys briefly the over-all prob-
lem of meeting adequately our road needs on various levels. This
approach is necessary because needs for local roads have a low pri-
ority among total highway needs.

People and land determine the demand for highway transporta-
tion people, in the sense of where they live, what they do, and
what their incomes are; and land, in the sense of how much there
is, what kinds there are, and to what use it is put. 1 Directly related
to these basic factors are two fiscal considerations which determine
the type and extent of the highway program which a given state or
local community can have: (a) the extent of its total fiscal re-
sources, and (6) the share of those fiscal resources that it is desirable
to commit to this, among many competing activities. These
siderations were recently summarized, as follows, by an important;
authority in an article on long-range highway finance planning;2

Treatment of Subject. M.

ee Clarence A. Steele, “Long Range Physical and Financial Planning for Highways”. Business and
nment Review, Part I, March-April, Part 11, May-Tune, 1961, University of Missouri, for an excellent

analysis of this relationship. Mr. Steele is Chief of the Highway Economics Branch, Office of Research.
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.

2 Steele, op. cit.
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■‘The fiscal ability or resources of a government are circumscribed by the magni-
tude of its tax base, and the willingness of its taxpayers to contribute to its support.
Against this inherent capacity come claims for all the various functions it must
finance. Its fiscal problems are complicated and magnified because it must often
compete with other governments for the resources of the same tax bases, and it
is always competing with other governments for the resources of the ultimate
taxpayer.”

Everyone benefits from local roads and streets, and improved
throughways, regardless of whether or not he is a direct user. Ac-
cess to good road systems adds value to real property, benefiting
doth people and land. Even those people who do not own a motor-
vehicle, benefit from a good road system, because good roads bring,
in the government field, better police and fire protection, better
municipal services, such as rubbish and garbage collections, and in
the private field, improved deliveries of goods and services.

Average individuals in a small town have no interest in the prob-
lems of local road financing in the cities and vice versa. Yet all
desire a good state-wide network of throughways, with feeder or
connecting links, and local service roads to serve their localities.
The normal objective of the motorist is to get from his point of
origin to his destination safely, comfortably and quickly and he
usually cares little which level of government provides the road he
requires. But government cannot avoid the complex financial and
administrative problems connected with those requirements. Good
roads are vital to meet the needs of national defense, of a viable

5. The development of many dif-
roads, turnpikes, freeways, feeder
all reflect efforts by the various

adequate roads to meet the public

economy, and of social amenitif
ferent types of highways toll
roads and local service roads -

levels of government to provide
needs. How the money is spent concerns everyone who pays a
highway-user tax. Control of that expenditure rests ultimately
with the Legislature, and with the highway policy makers, who may
be given discretionary authority by statute over the distribution of

funds. Local officials are also concerned insofar as they
must find funds from their limited resources to match state sub-
sidies

The root of the problem lies in the selection of a distribution
formula which will apportion available road revenues among local
governments so as to give the taxpayers a maximum benefit for
their dollar.
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This report would have been impossible without the co-opera-
tion of many government agencies, of officials on the federal,
state and local levels, and of several interested and informed pri-
vate groups and individuals. Special appreciation, however, is
expressed to a few of the individuals or groups whose help was out-
standing. In particular, the Legislative Research Bureau wishes
to thank the Littauer School of Harvard University for making
available a 1961 doctoral dissertation by Charles H.
titled State Aid for Highways: Development of An Apportioning
Formula; and to the author of this important study whose personal
co-operation has been of added help. Among others, mention should
be made of Clarence A. Steele, Chief, and other members of the
Highway Economics Branch, U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.

The Bureau is also grateful for the assistance extended by the
Associate Massachusetts Commissioner of Public Works, and by
members of the state aid division of that department. Grateful
appreciation is also expressed to the local highway officials who
answered a two-page questionnaire. Unfortunately, the small
number of local officials who replied constitutes the most disappoint-
ing aspect of this research study. Over a period of five weeks only
five cities and 39 towns replied. Similarly, only 18 of the 182 towns
eligible for highway subsidy under Chapter 81 aid bothered to
reply. Finally, only five replies were received to the Bureau’s
request for local comments and suggestions as to new approaches
to local road aid.

Chapter 11. General Background of Highway Administration
and Finance.

This chapter presents the broad picture of highway finance and
administration. The responsibilities of designating, building, main-
taining, financing and policing the vast network of roads throughout.
the nation are shared by federal, state and local agencies of govern^' 1
ment. These roads enable individuals to drive their automobiles
and trucks with relative freedom between homes and places of
business, and amusement, and the like. Each year, however, wit-
nesses more motor vehicles in operation, more miles of operation,
and more persons and freight carried by motor vehicles.

To meet these great road needs, a highway system has been

A cknowledgments.

Introduction.
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established on all levels of government which almost defies the imag-
ination. The intergovernmental relationships involved are briefly-
sketched below according to governmental jurisdiction: (1) federal,
(2) state, (3) county, (4) city and town, and (5) special units, e.g.
independent authorities and metropolitan agencies. Within these
five jurisdictional areas, the three following road systems are domi-
nant: (a) state highway systems, under state departments, (6) city
streets under municipal administration, and (c) local roads, both
rural and town, under county or other local government adminis-
tration.

The federal-aid highways, both interstate and intrastate, occur
in all three of these road systems. Although they are built largely
with federal funds, they are actually part of the state and local
road systems since the lower levels of government maintain and
control them.

The Federal Government operates primarily through the Bureau
of Public Roads in the U. S. Department of Commerce. That
Bureau does considerable research work, but it is chiefly preoccupied
with administering grants-in-aid 1 to the States.

These grants-in-aid are apportioned in accordance with a 1916
tatutory formula which has been only slightly modified since its

enactment nearly a half century ago. Available funds are allocated
in four categories: (1) primary funds, earmarked for the federal
primary system, i.e., main arteries carrying through traffic between
major population centers; (2) secondary funds, earmarked for the
secondary system, i.e., rural roads and feeder roads serving the
primary system; (3) urban funds, which are for urban portions of
the above two systems, and (4) interstate funds, earmarked for
federal main arteries of an interstate character. The first three of
these four types of grants-in-aid are further classified as “ABC”
funds: “A” refers to primary funds, “B” to secondary funds, and

UkC” to urban funds. “A” and “B” funds are apportioned to the
states according to a formula which gives equal weight to (1) area,

Federal Role.

A grant-in-aid is usually instituted to encourage a lower level of government

or to bring current activities up to a uniform standard. It is generally given with the proviso that specific
conditions be met and that the donor exercise various controls.

Subsidies are similar but frequently they have no strings attached. They aresimilar in purpose to grahts-
in-aid, but dissimilar in terms of administrative procedure. The Commonwealth makes wide use of both
devices in its fiscal relationswith the cities and towns. In manyof its grant programs the federal government
is also a participant.
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(2) population (rural population only with respect to secondary
roads), and (3) mileage of post roads. The “C” funds, used for
urban parts of either the primary or secondary system, are appor-
tioned on the basis of the population of municipalities of 5,000
or more population. All three “ABC” primary and secondary sys-
tems are generally built on a 50-50 matching basis insofar as financ-
ing is concerned.

The fourth type of grant-in-aid relates to an interstate system of
about 41,000 miles when completed. The system is being mostly
paid for by the Federal Government since only 10 per cent of tbA
costs are being borne by the States and even less in several western
States with extensive federal land holdings. Available federal funds
are apportioned in the ratio that the cost of constructing interstate
highways in each State bears to total costs of all such highways.

Federal grants for highway purposes carry a number of condi-
tions and controls including federal approval of programs, plans and
contracts, inspection of projects and audits of expenditures. Theo-
retically, the Federal Government has only limited power to compel
a State to action, but actually grants can be so conditioned as in
fact to exercise control. In contrast, the States can directly control
action and even organization of their local governments when they
wish to do so regardless of whether grants are made; hence, state
grants are usually unconditional, except as to objects of expenditure.

Although the federal role is significant, the primary responsibility
for providing adequate highway facilities lies at the state level.
True, the use of federal funds is governed by federal policy, but
within these limits the State determines the road projects to be
undertaken and carries out their construction. State and federal
viewpoints have frequently clashed over location of roads, with
the federal approach dominated by the national interest alone,
whereas the state approach also brings to bear state and local con-
siderations. w

In Massachusetts, the state highway system is made up of 2,385
miles of roads. The system is the immediate responsibility of the
Division of Highways, the largest and most important division in
the Department of Public Works. Its chief engineer is the adminis-
trative head of the Division. He oversees the operation of seven
regional districts, each headed by a district engineer. In addition

State Highway System.
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to the construction, repair and maintenance of the roads, the division
is occupied with aspects of their use, including traffic control devices,
snow removal, sanding, lighting and service facilities on limited
access highways. The division also is concerned with bridges, rights-
of-way, project planning, laboratory testing and traffic studies.
Finally, it receives federal grants to be used for the construction
of certain roads.

For these purposes, the Massachusetts Department of Public
Works spent the following amounts in the fiscal year 1960, excluding

of state police and of the MDC road system.

Cost in Millions,

“Accelerated” highway program $57.0

Debt service 40.0

Regular highway system 35

Subtotal, state highway activitie $132.2

State aid to cities and towns

Total highway expenditure $139.8

Local Highway System.
There are 26,122 miles of public roads in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. As shown in the following table much the most
important ratio of this total, 90 per cent, is the responsibility of
local government:

Highway Miles,
Level of Government Jurisdiction

Number. Per Cent,

Cities and towi

State highway system .

Metropolitan District C
Total

*

This large local mileage is administered at three levels; county,
city and town. Of the three, county jurisdiction is quite small,
much smaller than the highway roles played by county governments
in other States. Formerly, the county officials of Massachusetts
had primary responsibility for laying out the roads connecting
the towns of the State with one another, and took action when
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the selectmen of adjoining towns failed to do so. Their legal role
has been continued to this day. County commissioners still have
concurrent authority with city councils and town selectmen over
such roads and for this reason reference is often made to county
highways. The counties also participate in financing certain local
roads. This procedure is discussed in Chapter V.

Local governments vary in the scope of their highway activities.
Many of the larger cities and towns operate street divisions within
public works departments of considerable size usually staffed by
professional personnel. On the other hand, many small towns gci
by with only the highway surveyor required by law. In the
est of the towns it is not always apparent who the highway surveyor
is but some official bears this responsibility.

Within the above total of 23,568 miles of local roads, the State
department of Public Works subclassifies according to population
density, namely, 14,396 miles as rural (61 per cent) and 9,172 miles
as urban (39 per cent).

More than two-thirds of the 2,354,100 motor vehicles in the State
in 1960 were registered in local communities with urban mileage
(1,157,392 vehicles or 49 per cent, in 39 cities; plus 402,623 vehicles,
or 17 per cent, in 34 towns with urban mileage alone). Even this
percentage is somewhat too small because another 36 towns con-
tain both urban and rural mileage of which 18 have more than half
of their road mileage classified as urban.

In view of this situation, most of the highway fund revenues are
drawn from these comparatively few communities not only because
the numbers of gasoline purchasers and users are greater in urban
than rural areas but also because motor fuel consumption is pro-
portionally higher in congested cities and towns.

The more developed the community, the more complex the nature
of its road system. Local city streets were complex webs of munici-
pal services, according to highway user groups, long before the ad-
vent of the motor vehicle and therefore the obligation of the local
property owner is a matter of long standing. The modern cits
street has been described by an authority on municipal governmeA
as “.

. . a complex of sidewalk, curb and gutter, water and sewer
lines, storm sewers, street lighting, street cleaning, traffic lights and
signs, and other municipal services.” 1 This complexity was viewed
by another road authority as “one of the arguments aginst stepped-

Municipal Government and Administration, New York, Applet'InArthur W
Century-Crofts, Inc 51
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up state aid for city streets. To do so might mean state aid for
non-road functions made with road user funds.” 1

But aside from the problem of other administrative functions
being inextricably interwoven into an urban street pattern, the ex-
pense of street lighting, street cleaning, culverts, catch basins and
snow removal (as distinguished from mere plowing) add consider-
ably to the financial woes of our urban communities.

Heavy traffic generates another problem on urban streets during
snow storms. It impedes snow clearance work to the point where
Afior and equipment costs are inordinately high. Yet the full
burden of these costs falls upon the central city. And in large
cities, the daily wear on roads from heavily laden commercial vehi-
cles forces the urban governments to spend much more per mile on
road and bridge construction and maintenance than do suburban and
rural governments. Certainly both cities and urban towns cannot
avoid those problems and must struggle with them.

Another form of local road facilities is provided by the Metro-
politan District Commission which builds, maintains and polices a
system of parkways chiefly located in the metropolitan Boston area.
Support for this activity comes from the Highway Fund through
legislative appropriations. For those cities and towns served by
MDC roads, there is some indirect financial relief because many of
them carry voluminous traffic loads and replace costly items of
highway construction which would otherwise be necessary. Of
course, some of these roads wmuld undoubtedly be state highways
if there were no MDC parks division. On the other hand, other
MDC highways which may now be used only by pleasure vehicles
would then become the responsibility of the local community and
in that case it is probable that many such arteries wmuld not exist
today.

The wisdom of having the MDC engage in highway activities
has been a controversial subject for years. The pros and cons of
this issue wTere explored in a Legislative Research Bureau memoran-
dum of August 12, which showed that there is much to be
%d for both sides. 2 In any case, public policy has thus far decided
that MDC roads serve a function and purpose which is justified in
the public interest.

‘Jacob Viner, “Report of Investigation of Urban Aspects of the Highway F
lugs of the Highway Research Board, Vol. V [Washington, D.C., 19251 pp. 222-:

Dblem”, Pro

* Memorandumrelative to transfer of Metropolitan District Commission Hij
Department of Public Works. 12 pp. miraeo.

to the State
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The difficulties of highway finance have been characterized by
an outstanding expert as follows:

“Unfortunately, no system of financing highways (or any other governmental
functions, for that matter; has yet been devised that is painless, and he who seeks
a solution to the problems of highway finances must proceed with the knowledge
that no matter what his recommendations may be they are certain to arouse op-
position somewhere”. 1

There is a fundamental concept in highway financing that high-
way costs should be paid on the basis of benefits received. From im-
practical point of view, property taxes, motor fuel taxes, registra-
tion fees, and some so-called “third-structure” taxes are aimed at
obtaining revenues from road users and non-road users in propor-
tion to the benefits derived. Complexities arise once the attempt
is made to determine who are the beneficiaries and to what extent
do they benefit.

In line with the cost benefit approach, five sources of revenue are
available to government to meet road needs: (a) the highway user,
(6) the property-owner, (c) general fund monies, (d) direct tolls on
the road user, (e) borrowing. For purposes of discussion borrowing
may be excluded and toll levies may be joined with highway user
taxes.

In that event, the remaining three sources parallel the three prin-
cipal interests served by the highway: (1) motor vehicle users whose
obvious desire is adequate facilities to meet travel needs, (2) those
whose interest in accessibility to land or facilities require road con-
struction and maintenance, (3) the broad public benefit derived
from highway uses which meet the needs of the economy, of defense,
of education and of other activities beneficial to the public. 2 These
sources are discussed briefly as follows;

These imposts are of three types: (1) motor fuel taxes2 (2) fees,
such as for motor vehicle registration, operators’ licenses, and
cates of title of vehicles and (3) so-called “third structure” taxcsr
which are usually imposed on commercial vehicles and are based on
the benefits received when weighed against the more expensive
roads required for their use.

Sources of Highway Revenue.

Highway User Taxes.

op. cit., Part 11, p. 24,
* Guilford P. St. Clair and Clarence A. Steele, “Financing Highways in the United States”, Fifth Pan

American Highway Congress. Lima, Peru. 1944 (mimeo.) p. 19.
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Motor Fuel Taxes. Oregon levied the first motor fuel tax in 1919
and within a decade all States followed suit. State levies on gaso-
line today range from 3c to SUsd per gallon, with some States using
slightly higher rates for diesel fuel. Massachusetts taxes all motor
fuel at 5.5 i per gallon (G. L. c. 64A); its rate is compared below
with the rates applicable in other States:

Tax per Gallon. Number of States.
3 cents 1 (Mo.)
3 cents "

5.5 cents 1 (Mass.)
6 cents 18 (incl. D. C.)
6.5- 6 cents 4
7 cents 17
7.5- 5 cents 3

Total number 51

This motor fuel tax is a direct tax levied in accordance with the
number of vehicle users. It is very important to highway planning
because of relative reliability of the tax yield. Even in the period
1930-1933, of the Great Depression, state motor vehicle fuel receipts

rose slightly despite a major decline of over 50 per cent in total
federal tax receipts over the same period. 1 In recent years collec-
tions from the 5.5 cent tax in Massachusetts have been climbing
steadily: $69.3 million in 1958; $73.0 million in 1959; $76.7 million
in 1960 and $79.2 million in 1961, or a cumulative average in-
crease of $3.3 million per year.

Registration Fees and Operators’ Fees. Another steady highway
user tax, the registration fee, was first levied by New York in 1901
and had spread to all other States by 1917. At first imposed for
purposes of regulation, its potential was soon recognized. Bases
for registration fees are too varied among the States to be easily
condensed here. Massachusetts has as 6 fee for all passenger ve-
hicles as against considerably higher flat rate fees in some States.
Massachusetts’ fees for trucks, tractors, farm tractors and trailers

fixed by progressive rates according to weight, with a minimum
for each type of vehicle. Bus fees are fixed according to number of
seats, with as 6 minimum per vehicle. Taxi cab registrants pay a
$7 fee.

Each new applicant for a Massachusetts’ operator’s license must

1 Charles H. Bradford, “State Aid for Highways: Development of an ApportioningFormula." Unpub
Hshed doctoral dissertation, Harvard University, 1961. p. 48.
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initially pay a fee of $3 for his examination plus a fee of -$3.50 for
the original license. Biennially thereafter the license is renewed on
the anniversary of the birth of the applicant who must pay a fee
of $5.

Fees accounted for collections of $22.6 million in this State in
1958, rose to $26.1 million in 1959, and then dropped to $23.1
million in 1960 due to the introduction of biennial payments of
license fees.

“ Third Structure” Taxes. This tax imposed by some States has
the objective of spreading the burden among highway users so as w

to obtain “an equitable distribution of financial responsibility”.
The principal methods in current use are based on two concepts of
equity; benefits received and cost occasioned. Large and heavy
vehicles are recognized as having a disproportionate effect upon
design and construction standards of highways. Thus, buses, trucks
and tractor-trailer units are taxed according to passenger mileage,
seating capacity, carrying capacity, ton mileage, etc. This form of
taxation is still in its development stage although some excellent
studies have been made of its use and results. Its introduction as a
legislative proposal invariably rouses much opposition from trucking
interests as might be expected.

Taxes on both personal and real property play a part in financing
local roads. In some States motor vehicles are taxed as personal
property by one or more levels of government. Other jurisdictions
impose a sales tax, or a “use” tax, or both. In some States an
“excise” tax is imposed by the State or by the local government,
usually based on a percentage of the market value of the vehicle.
Massachusetts recently fixed a maximum rate of excise at $66 per
thousand (Acts of 1960, c. 758). The actual excise paid by the
registrant is in part determined by the age, make, type and model
of the vehicle. This tax is collected in Massachusetts by and for
the cities and toAvns where the registrant resides.

Local roads are also financed by the regular property tax and, in
some jurisdictions, by special assessment devices on real property
abutting a highway improvement. As a source of highway funds,
property taxes have become increasingly unsatisfactory. They are

Property Taxes

1 The operation of this tax in Oregon was briefly described in the report of the Massachusetts Legislative
Research Council relative to Gross Weights of Commercial MotorVehicles, House,No. 2880 of 1960, pp. 37-38.
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described by observers as too often unfairly distributed, sometimes
confiscatory and often expensive to administer. Furthermore, prop-
erty owners in this State, must bear an increasing burden due to
rising costs of municipal services, plus further assessments for
metropolitan services in the metropolitan districts.

This is not to say that property owners should not pay for the
benefits they receive from the provision of local service roads. But
the question is whether the property tax is being subjected to too
great a strain, as compared with highway user taxes. 1 The former

already at maximum stress in many communities, a situation
which prompts the following comment on the choice of alternatives
in highway finance.

“Diminishing productivity of local tax sources in the face of persistent demands
upon local governments for better highways (and other) services has presented
two alternatives in highway policy for the relief of the situation: (1) Extension of
state financial assistance to local governments, and (2) state assumption of local
road responsibilities.” 2

Despite these weaknesses and shortcomings, property taxation
nevertheless continues to play an important role in local road
financing. As a very important source of revenue that can be ad-
ministered reasonably well by local governments, it provides them
with a certain, though limited, degree of fiscal independence.

Yet, as one authority has written,

“. . . for this very reason it appears not only that the property tax should be
reserved for local governments, but that it should be used for support of those
functions for which by consensus it is most important that local independence be
maintained. According to this line of reasoning, property tax support of schools
would have priority over property tax support for roads, assuming a choice must
be made in order to minimize the federal or state controls that might evolve from
an educational grant program. Here it should be noted that relieving local govern-
ments of responsibility to finance roads to the same extent enhances their ability
to support other functions such as education.

With reference to priority of state aid, the Greater Boston Eco-
nomic Study Committee recommended that the State should in-
crease its share of the cost of education (but with local control re-
maining) and assume the entire cost of health and welfare services
in the State. But it specifically stated that maintenance of streets

ay user taxes also have a point of pn al 1

•radford, op. cit., p.

Richard M. Zettel, “State Local R II away Affairs in the United States,” The Institute of
Transportation and Traffic Engineering, Univ. of Ci f« ■kolcy. Research Report No. 30. Januar
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should remain a local responsibility because this is one of the services
related directly to the value and protection of property, and “it is
appropriate that property should be taxed to provide for them.” 1

I Funds, Tolls and Borrowing.(

Most local governments rely on property taxes as the main sus-
ining force in local road administration. Some local govern-

ments, however, use general revenue appropriations to help finance
their road activities. The use of tolls is now largely confined to
special road, bridge, tunnel or other authorities which serves major
traffic flows. Tolls may be used to finance the cost of the facility
or to supplement other revenues.

Borrowing, usually via bond issues, is generally important to city
treet financing. Interest charges are usually met from primary tax

sources.
Much criticism is voiced by some, of such borrowing and of the

growth of the highway debt. Yet in defense of borrowing, one au-
thority argues, as follows:

“Financing capital outlays through borrowing is often criticized as costly, but
in practice this method may prove to be the cheapest in the long run. Thus, the
real cost of land, which is becoming an increasingly larger factor in the cost of new
highways, is steadily increasing and can be expected to increase as our population
grows and the supply of land remains fixed. Also, continuation of the inflationary
long-term trend . . .

may well be responsible for future increases in price levels
that may more than offset the interest cost of funds borrowed now. Furthermore,
the economic costs to the public from having inadequate highways increased
costs of vehicle operation under congested conditions and costs of accidents on
antiquated highways . . .

may in the end be much greater than would the costs
incurred if sufficient funds could be borrowed now to finance the needed highway

rams

Chapter 111. National Trends in State Aid for Local Roads

Historical Development
.

3

In the formative years of the country, national and state atten-
tion was first focused on canals, and later on railroads, as the most
important means of transportation, particularly for long distance
carriage of freight. Roads were looked upon as better for short

1 Greater Boston Study Committeereport. Financing Local Government in the 1960’5, May, 1961, pp. 29-
2 Steele, op. cit. Part 11, p. 30.

3 For a thorough history of our early road building efforts, see Charles L. Doaring, American Highwa,
Policy. Brookings Institution, Washington, D. C. 1941,
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distance movement, and hence as best regulated by local govern-
ment, the reason being that local interests and local road use were
closely identified.

Eventually, there developed a recognition that there were serious
deficiencies in leaving road construction and maintenance to local
regulation. No basic road system ever developed because local
control became too self-contained, and local inefficiency in many
cases led to waste and roads of very poor quality. This was the
situation near the turn of the century, when the States first moved

aid highway development by offering financial and other assist
ance toward local road building.

Early Programs

In 1891, New Jersey enacted the first law providing state aid for
local roads. Massachusetts and Vermont followed in 1892, and
Connecticut and California in 1895. By 1917 every State had
enacted some form of state aid program.

Early aid programs sought to stimulate state-wide co-ordinated
systems of local roads. They were of two forms: (1) a fixed state
sharing of highway costs and (2) a joint state-local construction plan.
The first of these plans was referred to as the New Jersey plan and
the second was known as the Massachusetts plan, in other words,
according to the States where they had originated. A third approach
developed in Illinois under which state and local administration and
finance were completely separated; the State built routes designated
by statute, which were financed by bond issues.

(a) New Jersey Plan. This plan was adopted by 19 States in
various forms. It authorized the state highway department to pay
part of the costs of roads under local government control. The
initiative for getting the State to participate rested with local au-
thorities who had to submit proposed projects to the State for its
approval. The State assumed no responsibility for actual road con-
struction, but paid one third of the cost of approved road proposals.

fek>cal governments then maintained the roads and had responsi-
bility and control over them.

(6) Massachusetts Plan. This system was adopted by all of the
New England and Central Atlantic States. It provided for joint
participation by the State and its counties in the construction of
certain important routes. Local authorities submitted petitions to

Bradford, op. cit., pp. 80-90 ad passim for details
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the state highway commission for the construction of certain trunk
roads which met state specifications. The State drew the plans, ac-
quired the rights-of-way and built the roads. It also participated in
their maintenance by letting contracts to local agencies.

To assure continuity of routes, the State shortly began building
roads on its own initiative. Project costs were shared, with local
governments contributing one-quarter of the total cost (although at
first the State had assumed a larger share). In some special cases
the local share was reduced.

Gradually, local contribution became less certain, and the
came to realize the limitations of local participation. Hence, they
began to construct the more important roads without local aid.

Other Aspects of Early Program. Out of changing patterns of
road finance and administration during this development period
evolved the present systems of state financial aid for local roads.
State highway departments or similar agencies were first established
primarily to handle aid programs. To this end Massachusetts led
the way in 1893, with all other States following suit by 1917.

Massachusetts was also first to act on the extension of state con-
trol over the network of main roads (or trunk roads). This initial
step helped to develop an increased status for these new state high-
way departments. It began in 1893, and reached all of the States
by 1924, having been helped along by the federal legislation of 1916
and 1921 which extended federal aid to those state highway systems
with adequate highway departments both in authority and equip-
ment.

In this period also, as noted in Chapter 11, the concept of highway
user taxes was introduced which remains indispensable in the modern
development of our highways.

Modern Trends.
Initially, state aid for local roads took the form of traditional

grants-in-aid from general revenues which sought to develop an in-
tegrated system ofroads. Specific conditions were usually attached.

In contrast, today’s aid in almost all of the States comes from
dedicated highway funds and is generally on a fixed formula basis,
designed particularly to help finance local roads which are primarily
of local interest. Only moderate conditions are attached.

The two most clearly discernible trends in highway finance are
(1) the increasing importance of highway user taxes which are ear-
marked to finance highways alone, and (2) the increased degree of
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federal and state aid in support of local highways. The result of
the latter trend is a lessened relative local participation in the high-
way finance picture. This change is, of course, almost wholly due
to the fact that federal and state governments possess the prime
sources for collecting increased amounts of highway revenues, while
the chief source of local revenue is the property tax.

Increased state support of local roads is frequently accompanied
by decreased support from local sources. In some instances, local
units have utilized the additional state revenues merely as a sub-

for local funds which effectively defeats the intention of
those state legislatures which may have supplied the state reveni

in the expectation of expediting the improvement of local roads
In other instances, the purpose of state increases has been to release
local funds for non-highway purposes

As will be seen in a later chapter, proponents of House, No. 1560
of 1961 intended that proposed increased state funds were to fill a
gap created by its provision to abolish the requirement that local
government supply matching funds. State highway and fiscal ad-
visers contend that this encourages further financial irresponsibility
which will spread to other aspects of local government.

This point is discussed as follows in a recent text on public finance:
“Where a state government is interested only in supplementing local expendi-

tures for particular functions, it can distribute fixed proportionate amounts of
state funds to local districts irrespective of their relative needs or accomplish-
ments. . . . Road aid distributed on the basis of population or area would ease
the local burden of financing: (the road function), but it would not n

prove the character of roads built. Localities might accomplish no more with the
state aid than without it, merely substituting state aid for funds ttin

wise raise themselves. The distribution of funds for . . . highway maintenanceacc

ag highway mileage might be (a fair) method of distributingon t

state aid, but (it) would be equally bare of assuring extraneous accomplishment
1 distribution has historical precedence over other ba

but apart from relieving local burdens, it has little, if anything to recommend i

To meet the above situation, < le authority suggests that
“One way to abolish local laxity might be to make state aid vary inversely with

local effort to support roads, based on a specific mill levy. If a locality reduced
its mill levy below the common base chosen for each county in the state, state ak
to that county could be proportionately dt

A second basic alternative for meeting the problem of diminished
use of local tax sources is the assumption of full responsibility by

1 William J. Schultz and C. Lowell Harriss, American Public Finance, 1954, p. 512.
2 Bradford, op. cit, p. 103..
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some States of constructing and maintaining large local road mile
age. A few States have done so with all local rural highway mile
age within the State. 1

One important study of this problem emphasizes that the fol-
lowing developments have contributed to the tendency to transfer
responsibility for local highways from the local units to state gov-
ernment :

1. Depressed economic conditions affecting the local revenue
base, a factor which is external to highway policy.

2. Incompetence and inefficiency of local road management a
factor which is basically a political consideration.

3. Defects in the apportionment of state highway funds to local
government a factor which motivates the desire of this analyst 2

to block further transfers of local roads to the State. His convic-
tion is that strictly local road operations should be left in the hands
of local administrators, because they have the “feel” and knowl-
edge of variable conditions; provided, however, the local units are
large enough to obtain basic efficiencies and where local road man-
agement is competent. On the other hand, where there is financial
lack at the local level, he believes that the States should assume a
responsibility.

Main Aspects of Present State Aid.
The present day patterns of state aid exhibit some main aspects

>f importance which are briefly mentioned below:
1. Dedicated Funds. —All but four States segregate their high-

way user tax collections completely from their general revenues.
The former monies are deposited in special highway funds, and are
specifically earmarked for highway functions only. This earmark-
ing is based on constitutional amendments which so provide in
many States, although the scope of highway functions is interpreted
quite differently by the courts of the various States where litiga-
tion has arisen over use of such funds. A Legislative Research
Council report in 1959, for example, quoted decisions of several,
state courts which were divided over the question of whether or
not public utility facilities on highway rights-of-way are an inte-
gral part of highway construction and improvement. 3

Bradford, op. cit., p. 103.
Bradford, op. cit., pp. 108-109.

3 Report of the Legislative Research Council relative to State Reimbursement for Utility I
Required by Highway Construction. Senate, No. 501 of 1959.
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Beyond their segregation of highway revenues from their
fund discussed above, 21 of the States concerned also set up special

iparate funds to segregate motor fuel taxes and registration f(
the practice in these States is to distribute receipts ofGene

ne of these two sources to local governments. Adoption of this
precedent in Massachusetts might mean that local

mild share in the receipt of the large total registration and op-
erators’ license fees which are collected annually by the Registry
of Motor Vehicles, $23.1 million in 1960, minus $5.5 million of
Registry operational expenditures.

*

2. Appropriation Practices. —ln making state-collected funds
available for local use, Legislatures usually use two approaches:
(1) “continuing”, and (2) “periodic” appropriations.

Continuing appropriations operate under permanent statutory
formulas providing for certain amounts to be drawn year after
year from either dedicated funds or the receipts of individual taxes.
In the latter case, for example, one cent might be earmarked from a
total state tax of five cents on each gallon of gasoline sold, for dis-
tribution to local governments. Or in the case of a flat rate regis-
tration fee of $6 for- every passenger vehicle, a fixed percentage of
that fee will be apportioned to flow back to local governments.
Under continuing appropriations which are based on such ratios,
local governments share in the increases in the annual revenues
from both motor fuel taxes and motor vehicle fees which have
been occurring quite consistently from year to year in the past.

Periodic appropriations are usually annual and frequently are ex-
pressed as a specific annual fixed sum. The size of the appropria-
tion reflects the collective will of the Legislature rather than the
yield of highway user collections. Under this procedure the state
Legislatures concerned do not vary the particular sum for several
years, despite variations in annual highway needs; then they will
apply a new plateau for a few years. This procedure has been in
effect in Massachusetts, which shows only slight variations in re-
cent periodic appropriations
*

As a group, eastern States are less generous than other regional
groups of States in their transfer of state-collected highway user
funds to local governments. Thus, only 12.5 per cent went to

Extent of Grants
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local units in 1959, with 2.4 per cent going to the local urban roads
and 10.1 per cent to local rural road

Massachusetts so transferred only 7.6 per cent, 1 less than two-
thirds of the eastern state group average. Other group ratios for
the same year were 32 per cent of highway revenues earmarked for
local units by the central States group, 22.1 per cent by the southern
States, and 22.4 per cent by the western State

One authority emphasizes that such a ‘ ‘ comparison among states
must not be taken too seriously

. .

.” 2 He counsels that the varia-
tions can only be judged properly against the differences in road
administration and finance among the various States. Local gov-

ernments outside New England, for example, have a wider scope
of responsibilities and play a much more important role in high-
way administration, 3 and for this reason require a gi re of

state-collected revenue

'it FactorApp>

It is difficult to compare current methods of apportionment of
road user revenues by individual States to their local governments.
Each State has a separate formula, composed of from one to five
factors, and with varying weights applied to each factor.

Comparison is eased somewhat by separating the treatment of
grants to urban governments from those to rural governments.
Thus, this method separates the eight different factors which 34
States are found to use in apportioning motor fuel taxes to their
urban governments, from the much larger total of 19 different fac-
tors which 35 States use to apportion that tax to rural governments. 4

With respect to the formula for distributing state aid for local
urban roads, it is typical to use only one factor, for which popula-
tion is the most frequent selection. (But 24 of the 34 States con-
cerned use this factor whether solely or in combination.) Fifteen
States use road mileage as a basis with or without other factors
such as registrations, assessed valuations, a fixed percentage of local
expenditures, and money “needs” for approved projects. In some
States, registration fees are distributed on a basis different from that
of motor fuel taxes: in such cases the most common basis of distri-

1 Computed on basis of a 1959 Massachusetts appropriation of $7.6 million for state subsidy of local chap-
ters 81 and 90 highwaywork, from total collections of $99.2 million in fuel taxes and fe

2 Steele, op. cit. Part 11, p.

For detailed examination see Bradford, op. cit. Appendix Table V-D.
Bradford, op. cit., pp. 138-140.
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bution is the amount of registration fees collected in the individual
cities.

For distributing aid for local rural highways some States use as
many as five different factors, but frequently only two or three.
The most common of these is road mileage but also in wide use are
“equal division”, 1 land area, and population. Other factors in use
are’numbers of vehicle registration, registration fee collections, as-
sessed valuation, motor fuel collections, vehicle miles and various
other bases.

* The foregoing chapters have presented background data on the
mtotal highway picture and of the forces which compete for the high-
way tax dollar. The material indicates the difficult problem of
determining the proper amount of state aid for local roads and of
current developments in legislative and administrative policy. The
remainder of the report comes to grips with the changes which have
been proposed for Massachusetts in its formula of state highway aid
to its localities.

Chapter IV. Makeup of State Highway Subsidy Formulas.
Problems of Legislative Policy.

The following questions underlie present and proposed formulas
for distributing state funds for local roads:

1. What is the basic purpose of the present program and should
it be continued? In other words, are chapters 81 and 90 apportion-
ments to be continued as “aid”, or are they to be recast by statute
as local shares of state-collected revenues?

2. Whether apportionments are “aid” or local shares, how much
should be distributed for local road purposes? And, in what fashion?
Should there be periodic fixed appropriation? Or a continuing ap-
propriation based on a percentage of revenues?

3. What bases of state aid will provide an equitable division
among the cities and towns?

4. Should the requirement be continued that local governments
must match state aid with general revenues? Or should the State
abolish the matching requirement so as to free local funds for other
local, non-highway purposes?

5. What controls should the State impose on local officials in the
expenditure of state aid, e.g. limitations by types of road projects,
or on basis of state approval of individual projects?

An apportionment divided equally among all rural governments regardless of differing needs.
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The first problem listed above relates to the advisability of con-
tinuing the present grant-in-aid approach. On this basis the Gen-
eral Court keeps complete control over the amount of aid it washes
to give toward local road programs. It can modify the amount at
will, and, by statute, direct the use of such aid for particular highway
purposes, in the light of local needs, and other conditions.

If the alternative approach of shared revenues is substituted, the
cities and towns would receive stated percentages of highway user
taxes, in effect, either the gasoline tax, or fees, or both. Threat-
ened local budget deficits ■which are so influential in determining
the size of present state aid would then no longer figure in alloca-
tions for local roads since the amount of aid would be determined
by the rise or fall of the particular highway fund revenues. Under
a shared revenue approach local governments would be benefited
by the constantly rising tax collections which have occurred. As
to distribution of total state aid the Legislature could either allow'
this money to be distributed to all cities and towms without regard
to their needs, or it could make partial adjustment in that direction
by reserving a portion of the total with w7hich the State would help
to meet urgent or extraordinary needs in individual cases.

The second question concerns how 7 much state money should be
distributed for local road purposes, and elicits many different .an-
swers from local governments in this State. Many local road offi-
cials argue they cannot provide adequate maintenance with present
Chapters 81 and 90 money. But some state officials and some pri-
vate groups interested in highway financing oppose increases in
state aid on local roads because of the great importance they attach
to the need of a modern state highway network. Related attitudes
are (1) the suggestion within the Executive Branch that an increase
in the present gasoline tax may be necessary to meet the state’s needs, 1

and (2) the request of the Chairman of the Senate Ways and Means
Committee that the Public Works Commissioner study placing
more highway facilities on a toll basis.

The General Court must decide whether state needs are suffi-
ciently greater than local needs as to close the door on increased
highway grants at this time. Spelling out this approach, one au-
thority states that state grants-in-aid “are not, as the recipients
like to claim, our money coming home with some rubbed off for
administration. Having imposed the taxes and redistributed the

1 Boston Olohe, Oct. 4, 1961
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proceeds, the legislative body is accountable to the people for their
use.” 1 A fully adequate answer to this question requires a study of
major needs which is discussed in more detail below.

The third question concerning the best formula for equitable di-
vision of funds among the citic
in some detail.

and towns, is also discussed below

are related in that tight state con-The remaining two question,
trols and requirements mean less freedom in local fiscal operations.
On the other hand, if the State relaxes its controls and abolishes
local matching requirements, there is no guarantee by local govern-

%ments that the level of efficiency and service will be maintained.
Moreover many local governments may have inadequate resources
of both personnel and equipment for adequate control of work. As a
result abuses may arise because of inadequate supervision of the
road projects being built under private contracts.

Factors of Apportionment.
The statutory formula for distribution of Chapter 81 funds, and

the formula established by the Commissioners of Public Works for
distribution of Chapter 90 funds will be examined closely in the next
chapter. At this point it is useful to analyze the separate individual
factors which are being currently employed in those formulas along
with other factors in use elsewhere.

It is generally agreed that the basic standard of measure should be
relative highway needs. However, other components must also be
considered, such as the type of local traffic and the local topography.
An important and human problem concerns the local pressures ap-
plied to individual legislators to obtain greater shares of state-aid
funds for their communities.

The five following criteria help to identify the factors which assist
most in the process of distribution. They are taken from an interim
commission report on the distribution of highway taxes, submitted
to the Minnesota Legislature in 1956:

1. The factors should not be subject to prejudiced influences.
2. The factors should be capable of simple and accurate measure-

ment.

3. Changes in the need should be accurately reflected
4. The factors should measure the need of the road and where

necessary the funds available to meet these needs.

1 Zettel, op. cit., p,
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5. Variation in road costs should be indicated to provide the
same quality of service in different areas. 1

The Commission then proceeded to select four factors which it
felt reflected the effect of various conditions or the measurement of
relative road needs in county distribution. These were: (1) money
needs —5O per cent weight; (2) mileage —3O per cent weight;
(3) registration —lO per cent weight; (4) equalization —lO per
cent weight. For municipalities of 5,000 or more, the commission
recommended only two factors: (1) money needs —5O per cent
weight, and (2) population 50 per cent weight.

It also recommended that before any allocation of funds occurs,
deduction should be made for a disaster fund and for administrative
cos

Road Mileage

Among the factors which are most widely used in today’s ap-
portionment formulas road mileage is important. By road mileage
is simply meant the number of miles of road under a given jurisdic-
tion (state, county, local), or under a different program (such as the
“81” and “90” local road mileage of Massachusetts).

Road mileage is one of three factors controlling federal aid to the
States. Among the 50 States it is the most widely used factor in
apportioning state-collected funds to local rural governments, and
second only to population in apportioning funds to local urban
governments. The Department of Public Works uses road mileage
as one of three factors in Chapter 90 distributions and it is also a
factor in Chapter 81 distributions.

The use of road mileage as a factor raises the question of what
roads are to be included, e.g. all local roads, only selected local roads,
only surfaced local roads, or only local roads that are reasonably
maintained. Some States have had difficulties with local road
agencies which maintain a large local mileage with only token atten-
tion so as to qualify for more funds than are needed; other States
have faced the problem of extra local mileages being built through
use of poor quality or even graded earthen roads, merely to increase
the local share of state aid. This consideration is important when
road mileage operates as a factor without qualification as to type or
quality, and a mile of earth road would figure as much in state aid

1 Report of the Legislative Interim Commission on Highway Taxes Distribution. St. Paul, Mil
sept. 1, 1956, p. 14.

* Op cit., p. 19.
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computation as a mile of four-laned surfaced road. In other words,
the same weight would be given to primitive and unimproved roads
as to high quality, heavily traveled urban road,

Road mileage data are difficult to manipulate since they can easily
be checked, but they are open to sharp criticism if used without
some adjustment. Great differences arise in construction and
maintenance costs of rural as against urban roads, because of traffic
volume road quality, and particularly, right-of-way takin

There is no question that a pure mileage factor favors rural areas
of urban and industrialized areas. In relation to the4

ze of population served, rural roadu
mileage is excessive, even though necessary. Even within the rural
classification alone, a pure mileage factor may operate to the dis-
ich

climate or distance from the source of road materials. For example
maintenance costs such as snow clearance, sanding and surface re'
pair will be substantial in a town in the Berkshires

In contrast, many Cape and South Shore towns have higher than
cost of drainage facilities because of widespread lowlandsav

arch Bureau questionnaire, townsThus, in reply to a Legislative R S(

local roads. Town A averagedA and B each reported 52
n B spent 87,800. Towns826,700 a year in maintenance c )S

A. and B are eligible for Chapter 81 grants but town A could draw on
local revenues more than 2IA times the local revenues available to B.
Although each town is responsible for exactly the same mileage of
local roads, town A has seven major pieces of apparatus (3 dumploc,

trucks, a pickup truck, 2 sand spreaders, a tractor plow) and several
other smaller pieces, while town B can afford only two dump trucks,
a grader and a small tractor. These differences in local fiscal capaci-
ties to provide maintenance equipment and services are important
and were, in fact, a decisive influence in the 1945 legislative deter-
mination of which towns were to be included in the “minus five
million dollar valuation” category, thereby making them eligible
for Chapter 81 aid. The fore: ;oing comparison of Chapter 81

le of local valuations in combimtowns also partly explains the u
at a “road mileage ratio” whichtion with road mileage to arrive

determines the local matching si ire.

To eliminate the various defects in the road mileage factor two
States use an adjusted mileage factor. Colorado adjusts its factor
for the sometimes larger cost variations in county road construe-
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>n and maintenance difficulties due to unusual problems. Thu
in some counties “adjusted road mileage” is three times actual
road mileage. The two-way formula of Washington uses a cost-of
construction factor and a money-needs factor.

In view of these special aspects of the road mileage factor ow
authority concludes that it can be useful in the apportionment of
highway aid but only if it is “carefully defined, carefully adjusted,
and carefully bolstered by other factors.” 1

Similarly, a Minnesota commission found that: “Because of the
wide range of service provided by local roads and the still greater
difference in economic values to the State or county, allocation of
funds according to total mileage .

. . would not be a valid counter
part of an equitable formula.” 2 Hence, the Commission recom-
mended a selected mileage factor which was to be applied to its
county state aid system on the basis of the following criteria:

Roads selected should:
1. Carry relatively heavier traffic volumes.
2. Connect towns, communities, shipping points and markets

within a county or adjacent countiei
3. Serve as principal arteries ofrural mail routes, school bus routes

and farm to market roads.
I. Provide access to rural churches, schools and community meet-

ing halls.
5. Act as collectors of traffic from several roads of individual

interest.
6. Occur at reasonable intervals consistent with the density of

population

Land Area

This is also one of the three factors used by the Federal Govern-
ment in apportionment of funds to the States. At least 14 States
are known to use it as a factor. In Massachusetts, land area carries
a 20 per cent weight in distribution of Chapter 90 funds. This
approach gives a handsome reward to those communities with large
land areas and comparatively small population. However, if popu-
lation is also a factor they tend to balance one another in weighing
the formula of distribution.

Many critics agree that land area is a factor of reduced importance
except in underdeveloped areas where it bridges the gap between

1Bradford, op. cit., p. 193.
2 Legislative Commission < Highway Taxes Distribution, supra, p. 17,
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)

the factors of population and road mileage and thus provide
rid for these areas which would not otherwise be available.affable. Sinn
built up areas already have population and road mileage a
for them, the undeveloped and underdeveloped areas merit
from the use of land area as a factor. However, one authority

hservc

‘Area seems to be singularly inappropriate in the modern setting since it ha
ittle relationship to road mileage, traffic, populations, motor vehicles, tax paytax pay

ments or almost anything else that might appear to be a suitable basis for appor-

tionment of grants for road or street purposes.” 1

And another scholar comments that most of the local linear
mileage, excepting urban expansion, has already been built to satisfy
traveling desires and needs, thus .. it may be that land area has
outlived its usefulness as an apportioning factor and the rational
approach is now to move on to other more economic factors.” 2

In summary, it appears that land area leaves much to be desired
as a measure of road needs. Results are distorted. Beyond this
consideration the factor suffers in usefulness when a road network
has been largely completed and highway expenditures are conse-
quently largely devoted to improving, repairing or maintaining
existing roads.

Population.

Population is also a factor fre
aid. Urban governments natur
city populations.

piently used for apportioning state
ally favor it in view of their large

Of 34 States which apportion gasoline tax collections to urban
governments, 24 use population as the sole or major criterion.
Thirteen States use this factor in rural apportionments with weights
ranging up to a maximum of 50 per cent. In Massachusetts the
factor is given a 40 per cent weight in distribution of Chapter 90
funds.

Population is said to bear a fairly close relationship to demands
%ioadc upon roads and streets and thus to reflect the needs of the

highway user.
Where there are population concentrations there is greater use of

roads by commercial vehicles, such as taxis, buses and trucks the
latter vehicles in turn require stronger and more costly road con-

Zottcl, op. cif., p

Bradford, op. cit., p. 199
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struction. There is not much argument over the validity of using
population as a criterion in distributions of state aid to cities. There
is controversy, however, over the proper weight to be used and
whether it should be used in relation to total area {i.e. jurisdiction),
or in relation to density of population. To illustrate:

Example 1. Cities A and B each have a population of 30,000.
City A has its population compressed into a total area of three
square miles with a highly developed urban street system of some
80 miles. City B has only 60 miles of streets spread over 18 square
miles, without the same heavy concentration of other municipal
services linked to the street system. Should population density
control? This is a policy question.

Example 2. City A and Town B each have a population of 15,000
and the same street mileage. City Ais only 8 square miles in area;
Town B is 30 square miles. But there is more traffic in City A
because it is a marketing and distribution center while Town B is
strictly residential with through traffic being concentrated on state
roads. Town B will get the same benefits as City A with respect to
the mileage and population factors; it will get more with respect to
land area. Policy question once again should population density
control?

Population density has been criticized, however, by those who
cite large numbers of two-car families residing in prosperous low
density areas, or large numbers of apartment dwellers living in high
density areas who rely principally on mass transit, or an occasional
use of taxicabs.

In any event, population figures must be kept fairly current if
they are to reflect increased road needs in rapidly developing areas.
With federal or state population figures available every fifth year
in Massachusetts, this does not appear to be an important problem.

Vehicle registrations rank third, behind road mileage and popula-
tion, as the most commonly employed apportionment factor in use
throughout the States. However, Massachusetts does not use it.
Registrations are considered a valid criterion of traffic volume in a
community, and thus of road needs, though less accurate in areas
of small size.

Since vehicle registration is an annual requirement not subject
to local manipulation, it is a useful tool in helping to measure road
needs. For apportionment purposes registrations may be measured

Vehicle Registration.
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either in total units, or by fees. The use of units alone yields an
incomplete picture of community road use. For example, the knowl-
edge that 10,000 units are registered in a city does not indicate the
extent or purpose of local road use. But, if fee data indicate that
20 per cent of the units are commercial vehicles of varying weights,
a more accurate picture of local needs emerges.

Unfortunately, without special local study this factor does not
indicate the use which the vehicles registered in a given town make
of the local road network. Thus, the roads of one town with 5,000
units registered may be almost wholly used by those registrations
* traffic within the town. In contrast, an equal number of units
in another town of the state may have the domestic registered units
operate almost wholly on roads outside the town and use the local
roads only for commuting. Cities at the center of metropolitan
areas receive a much heavier volume of traffic than their own local
registrations cause. In such cases the use of registration as a factor,
while much fairer to these centers than other factors in current use,
still would not indicate the real traffic burden on such streets.

Yet, the Minnesota commission considered the registration factor
vital because “Neither mileage of . . . secondary roads nor money
needs will substantially indicate relative use.” Actually the com-
mission favored vehicle miles as a more accurate measure of the
relativity of road use and revenue but deferred that recommenda-
tion for the registration factor because vehicle-mile data had not
yet been tabulated on municipal roads (although they were available
on rural roads).

If registration fees are written into a formula for Massachusetts,
any subsequent legislative change in fees will directly affect the
state aid for local highways.

Vehicle Miles.

There seems to be a widespread accord among highway economists
who struggle with apportioning formulas that vehicle miles are the

_«W)St accurate measure of highway needs. Despite that view, neither
legislators nor highway administrators have yet adopted this factor
except for rural roads alone in the two States of Kansas and Nevada.
Two reasons militate against its adoption: (a) the difficulty of ob-
taining adequate data which are free from local manipulation, and
( b) interpreting the data so as to eliminate the vehicle miles which
are not vital to road needs.
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Vehicle miles are the total number of vehicles passing over a cer-
tain road segment, multiplied by the length of that particular road.
Counts made on individual road segments are then added together
to produce an over-all total of vehicle miles for a given jurisdiction.
The count may be made manually or automatically.

A disadvantage in the use of the vehicle miles factor is that light
traffic volume on a road can be distorted by driving a car back and
forth over a recording tape. Or manual counts can be manipulated
dishonestly. Such manipulations can be discovered, however, when
total vehicle miles become known and can be compared with those
for similar roads. In addition, in a State of this size, no local
is so remote that state district engineers familiar with particular
areas would be deceived for any length of time.

One economist considers the vehicle mile factor to be of such im-
portance as a sound apportionment device that the accompanying
practical problems should be faced, met and overcome. Specifi-
cally, he states that “There probably can be no ultimately sound,
rational formula without this factor as a major component.” 1

The vehicle mile factor should not be confused with the proposal
in House, No. 1560 of 1961, which called for separate classifica-
tions of cities and towns according to the number of vehicles regis-
tered per mile of local road. In that classification there is a gradu-
ated scale in which recipients share proportionately to the number
of registered vehicles per mile. The proposal is discussed in full in
Chapter VI.

Assessed Property Valuation
Only three States are reported as using such valuation as a factor.

Massachusetts is one of the three because property valuations are
in the distribution formula of Chapter 81 funds. They also figured
in the special appropriation Acts of 1945, 1946 and 1956.2 These
acts are the basis of House, No. 1570, which is discussed in Chapter
VI.

The use of assessed valuations as a factor is sharply criticized for
a variety of reasons. Many unrelated variables make it an
guide to road needs. Another criticism is that this factor involves
a considerable amount of estimation which always raises at least the
suspicion that manipulation is present. Finally, one critic also re-

1 Bradford, op. cit., p. 215,

2 The figures used are state “equalized valuations" and not local assessments,
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jects the factor as being inflexible and unresponsive to changes in
economic and other social conditions.

The use of assessed valuations in this State drew the following
cooment from the university service indicated:

“The official state tax apportionment of 1945, under which many distributions
of moneys are made to the cities and towns, is probably the principal feature of
fiscal relations to come under fire. Based on total assessed valuation in each city
and town in that year, the apportionment in all 312 towns and 39 cities is now
wholly out of line, not only because of normal property value increases but more
important, because of population shifts and industrial moves to the outlying areas.

possibility of any new statewide equalization figures being accepted by the
legislature is uncertain. Those communities standing to lose under any new tax
apportionment measure will fight hard against its adoption. And even the adop-
tion of a new equalization is no guarantee that equity will be achieved.” 1

The recent Supreme Judicial Court decision in the Springfield tax
assessment cases casts a long shadow of doubt over the use of this
factor in county assessments. 2 Its impact on state aid formulas
using assessed property valuations is unknown at this time.

Money Needs.
The development of a formula based on relative highway needs

in various jurisdictions requires a recognition of the physical struc-
ture which is the responsibility of each locality. Differences of
soil, road base, topography, climate, availability of materials, cost
of labor, traffic service, and the like, all affect the unit cost of any
given road or bridge.

The use of money needs as an apportionment factor is criticized
for at least four reasons:

1. Needs are not static, and may change in a few years.
2. Keeping information on needs up-to-date is expensive.
3. Determination of needs on a local basis is too subjective.

They might be reviewed and modified by a state agency, but sus-
picions would be prevalent that the needs of individual districts
are m error.

� 4. A needs study would have to struggle with a different stage of
road development in each local unit. Thus, efficient communities
would be penalized for their past efforts, while dilatory communities
would reap undeserved benefits.

Bureau of Government Research, Univ. of Massa1 “Some Aspects of Massachusetts Public F
chusetts, 1961, p. 48.

1 Bettigole, el al. v. Assessors 0/ Springfield. M Aciv. Sh. (1961) p. 1299: 178 N.E. 2d 10.
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In the light of these criticisms, one analyst has proposed a selec-
tion of those factors which reflect needs, and of those factors which
portray changes, with both types of factors to be readily obtainable
on an annual basis. 1 He developed a “rational apportioning for-
mula,” which lists the five following criteria as a guide, in the order
of their probable importance:

1. Highway funds should be distributed as nearly as possible in
proportion to highway needs.

2. The factors chosen should adequately reflect changes in road
need

3. The formula should reflect variations in road types and road
costs in each area so as to provide proper quality of service in dif-
ferent region

4. Data for factors should be
measurement, and there should
manipulation.

capable of simple and accurate
be adequate checks on possible

hould be removed from official5. The apportioning formula
discretion and political pressures

On the basis of research and testing, this analyst recommended
an apportionment formula weighted 50 per cent on the basis of
vehicle miles of travel on the local road systems, and 50 per cent
on the basis of road mileage, adjusted for variations in road types
and their costs. 2

For States which do not keep counts on local road systems, or
where such counts are unreliable, this analyst would use a formula
weighted 50 per cent on the basis of vehicle registration, and 50
per cent on the basis of adjusted road mileage. 3

The Minnesota Commission of 1956 emphasized that the use of
highway costs in the apportionment formula is essential to show the
relative construction costs as a measurement of needs. 4 Changes
in needs would be indicated by periodic reviews. In order not to
penalize local jurisdictions which have maintained a high level of
taxation and of construction, the Minnesota Commission recom-
mended projection of construction needs on a 25-year basis which
“approximates the theoretical time within which it would be neces-
sary to replace all roads on a selected system.” 6

1 Bradford, op. cit., p. 282,
2 Mathematically the formula reads: Dc = .5r vehicle miles + ,5r road mileage XI. Where; D = dis-

tribution share; c = each county; r = ratio to state total: I = road adjustment index (reflecting variation
in road types and their per unit costs).

D = ,5r vehicle registration -f ,5r road mileage X I
4 Legislative Commission on Highway Taxes Distribution, supra, p. 15.

6 Op. cit., p. IG.
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In executing the steps to determine money needs, standards were
urged for roads and bridges in line with those of the American As-
sociation of State Highway Officials (AASHO) and the U. S. Bureau
of Public Roads. The next step was an analysis of road require-
ments based on these standards and adjusted to the local character-
istics of traffic. There would then be a segregation of segments of
local mileage according to traffic requirements. The cost of each
mileage group would then be established by taking into considera-
tion construction costs for the various conditions of terrain, avail-

ability of materials, labor costs, soil and other economic aspects.
The total needs of each traffic group by county represent the basic
needs of each county. By combining all county needs, a comparison
is feasible to indicate the extent to which available highway funds
would meet such costs.

All counties would be assured a minimum of additional assistance,
by insertion of a special factor in the recommended formula to
protect the few counties which would otherwise have received less
funds. This special factor would apportion to all counties a mini-
mum of 10 per cent over their last allotment and provide for a
proportionate sharing of any future increase in road user funds.

The money needs factor was also recommended for municipal
distributions. Streets eligible for state aid were to be selected on the
basis of criteria developed by the commissioner of highways to
foster a balanced street program throughout the state’s metropoli-
tan areas. The streets selected would be chosen from a list sub-
mitted by local officials.

Each segment of this system of streets would then be analyzed
to determine costs of construction, maintenance, drainage, lighting
and rights-of-way. Resurveys would follow on a biennial basis.
Needs and costs would be projected over a 25-year period. Each
municipality would be allocated aid on the basis of its total needs
as compared to total needs of all municipalities.

Another needs study of interest is that made recently by the
Virginia Highway Department, of secondary roads. 1 In a prelim-
inary report, based on data gathered in 1958-1959, the department
stated that present needs “are possibly greater” than they were in
1932 when the State took over the “horse and buggy” system,
despite tremendous improvement from intervening construction.
Originally the job was to get traffic on roads that could be traversed

1 Preliminary Report of the Secondary System Needs Study. May, 1958-Deccmber, 1959, Virginia Dc
partraent of Highways. Richmond, Va.
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in all seasons. Now, highway resources must be adapted to new
conditions of huge traffic increases and explosive economic develop-
ment. The Virginia study soon demonstrated that the cost of
attaining desirable standards would much exceed available second-
ary system funds.

The department divided the secondary system’s operations into
four major categories and calculated by percentages the extent to
which each category influenced total state needs. The results were
as follows:

Cc>

34.85j\ [aintenan
48 . 5(5Roadway Construct!

Bridge Construction
Right-of-way

12.97
3.20
0.42Grade Crossing Protectior

100.00Total

With respect to topographical conditions the department stated
that:

“The needs study verifies the belief that the rougher the terrain, the higher the
ist per mile of construction, but this cost is overbalanced to a great extent by the

need for higher-type roads in the areas of flat and light rolling terrain, where trajj
volumes are generally higher.” 1 (Emphasis added.)

The Virginia department concluded, among other things, that
there “now7 must be a balanced program of improvement in all
areas to bring about an orderly and realistic rate of programs based
on relative needs of each county.” 2 (Emphasis added.) A Washing-
ton state legislative interim committee is now involved in a highway
needs study covering local distributions, improvements within limits
of projected revenues under current tax rates, and setting up a road
priority plan within available funds. The one-year study will cost
about $65,000.

Tw7 o factors in use elsewhere merit only brief mention. The first
is “equal division” which is used as a factor in the rural apportion-
ments of 14 States. Each local unit receives the same dollar amount
of apportionment . Only in state areas that are much the same in
size, population, topography and road mileage economy, does this

Other Factors.

Op. cit., p.
Op. cit., p. 11
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factor produce fair treatment of most jurisdictions. It was given i
10 per cent weight in a recommended new formula in Minnesota t<
partially satisfy needs not directly measured in other factors such a;

costs for administration and supplies and some inter-local traffic.
The second factor concerns gasoline tax collections which are used
the sole basis of apportioning rural funds in three States. But

this approach is obviously unfair, at least in Massachusetts, where
gasoline is usually consumed on roads other than in the locality
where it is purchased.

Among other factors in use is that of annual snowfall. Three
States use it in their formula to reflect local costs of snow removal
A special approach also arises in the one State which gives some
gasoline tax collections to selected seacoast counties for the con-
struction and maintenance of seawalls which protect shore roads.

Summary of Factors
Summing up, a perfect factor, or combination of factors, seems
mexistent. Urban communities are unhappy over their treatment

under the factors of road mileage, land areas or equal division.
For similar reasons, rural governments oppose the use of popu-
lation, vehicle registrations or vehicle miles in distribution formulae.
Assessed valuations are attacked by both camps contingent on how
they are applied.

While the issues are never resolved to the full satisfaction of either
oup, compromises have been made in all States. But in their
arch for better arrangements, States continue to seek new factors
control, or improved combinations of old factors.
One authority urges a simple formula which uses a representative

factor from each group, e.g. the urban-favoring factor of vehicle
miles and the rural-favoring factor of road mileage. The former
selection embraces a combination of the population factor (more
population, more travel) and the registration factor (road travel is by
registered vehicles); the latter selection of road mileage introduces
the factor of land area in large degree.

lauui ui ixiKya in idigv

Population movements are also significant in compromising pres-
ent needs with those of the next two decades. There is a national
trend toward greater population concentrations in metropolitan
areas, because the flight from the rural areas has never been com-
pletely arrested. Job opportunities, education, municipal conven-
iences, and the like, attract people to urban and suburban com-
munities.
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The eastern section of the State is growing more vigorously than
the central or western sections. Thus, the bedroom communities of
Middlesex and Norfolk counties grew 11 per cent and 14 per cent,
respectively, between 1955 and 1960, while Essex county showed a
4.6 per cent increase. Similarly, urban attractions in the Connecti-
cut valley undoubtedly help to explain the 10 per cent and 18 per
cent increases in Hampden and Hampshire counties, respectively,
in the same period, while Brockton and surrounding towns ac-
counted for most of Plymouth County’s 16 per cent increase.

Population trends are further developed in a later section. a

Chapter V. The Present State Aid System.

By legislative directive, this study must “include the subject
matter of chapters eighty-one and ninety of the General Laws.”

With respect to Chapter 90, a later section of this chapter treats
of the provision (§ 34) authorizing appropriation of highway fund
money for certain purposes. Other sections, which deal with air-
craft, motor vehicle insurance and motor-vehicle licensure,
are not considered to be germane, and are therefore excluded from
discussion.

As to Chapter 81, most of its provisions are largely of general
interest and are treated in an appendix in summary form. Section 26
thereof will, however, be covered in some detail below because it is
the basis of state aid allocations for eligible towns.

The statutory provisions of two other chapters of the General
Laws relate to local highways and are of particular concern to local
highway officials. These are, Chapter 82 dealing with county ways,
and Chapter 84 dealing with repair to local roads.

For example, the former chapter establishes the procedure which
county commissioners must use in the laying out, alteration, re-
location and discontinuance of highways. 1 They have original
jurisdiction in laying out public highways, or so-called “county k
roads” running between cities or towns or within such communi-
ties. 2 The law also provides that if convenience and necessity re-
quire new county roads or the alteration or repair of an existing
road, proper application must be made to the county commissioners.

Introduction.

O. L. c. 82, § 2.
2 Inhabitants of Monterey v. Berkshire County Commissioners, 61 Mass. 394,
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In the absence of a statutory provision, each city or town must
perform the required work within its limits, but the county com-
missioners may apportion the expense upon the county and the cities
and towns and, with the approval of the state Department of Public
Works, upon the Commonwealth. Unfortunately, limitations of
time have prevented a detailed analysis of these provisions.

1ppropriations, 1952-1961.
The Department ofPublic Works has a state aid engineer and such

as are necessary to carry out the provisions of Chapter 90
and 81 work. The following table shows annual appropriations
over the past decade.

Table 1 . Annual Appropriations for Local Road Purposes under General Laws
Chapter 90 and Chapter 81, 1952-1961.

Appropriations (in millioi

Acts: Years and Chapters. j
C. 90, § 34. C. 81, § 2

1952, c. 310 $4.00 | $2.60

1953, c. 489 5.00 : 2.60
1954, c. 453 6.00 i 2.60
1955, C. 706 7.00 2.60
1956, c. 501 7.00 i 2.60
1957, c. 438 5.00 2.60
1958, c. 434 5.00 2.60
1959, c. 433 5.75 I 2.60
1960, c. 507 - | 2.60

1961, c. 495 7.00 2.60

“Chapter 81 ” State Aid to Small Town
Chapter 81 is mainly concerned with state highways and consists

of the following five principal divisions which are summarized in an
appendix, except for the Chapter 81 formula which is spelled out

%-elow.
1. State Department of Public Wort 1-3
2. Laying out of state high 4-12

Maintenance and repair of state his 13
4. Improvement of non-state highways, including in

section 26, so-called “81 form 29

aid I9A-30
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As to the Chapter 81 formula, the Department of Public Works is
directed to distribute funds in line with that formula as prescribed
in section 26. Its chief factors are: (1) Assessed property valua-
tions in 1945; and (2) total road mileage within a town.

Only those towns are eligible which had a valuation of less than $5
million in the 1945 legislative apportioning act and a certain road
mileage ratio. Although many eligible towns today have multiplied
their valuations much beyond that limit during the past 16 years,
their statutory right to receive “81 ” aid is in no way affected. And
if valuations were updated by legislation in 1962, they would not
affect Chapter 81 distributions because § 26 thereof specifically
refers to 1945 valuations as one of the determining factors. Of
course new valuations could be applied by amending Chapter 81.

Legislative History of Chapter 81 Provisions: State aid provisions
were on the statute books long before the current formula based on
1945 valuations became law in 1951. Back in 1918 the General
Court enacted a law (C. 155) authorizing expenditure of state funds
for the “repair and improvement of public ways, exclusive of state
highways,” in towns (o) Avith valuations under $3 million and (&)

in which such valuation when divided by the town’s road mileage
Avas not more than $50,000, i.e., the so-called road mileage valuation.
Appropriation of funds for these purposes, Avas limited to $5O per
mile and the tOAvns Avere required to match state aid with the fol-
loAving amounts based on their road mileage valuation:

Mil)R
Valuation, Local Road Mi Local Contributic

I. Under 15.000 512.50
.■55,000- 7,499 15.00

3. 7,500- 9,999 00
4. 10,000-14,999 40.00

15,000-19,999 50.00
6, 20,000-29,999 75.00

30,000-39,999 100.00
8. 40,000-49,999 125.00

Total available funds Avere to be spent under the direction of the
state highway commission on those public Avays selected jointly by
the commission and the local selectmen.

In 1919, a reorganization act (C. 350) created a Department of
Public Works (§ 111) containing a Division of Highways, re-
sponsibility for administration of the above 1918 state aid act was
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placed with the latter division. These state aid provisions becam
G. L. C. 81, § 26, in the 1921 revision of the General Laws.

Significant changes were made by an amendment to § 26 in 1922
(C. 281). The maximum road mileage valuation figure established
in 1918 was raised from $50,000 to $70,000 and the state contribu-
tion of $5O per mile was raised to $75 per mile. This act also added
the following two groupings to the law.

Required per Mile
Valuation, Local Road Mileage. Local Contribution

9. $60,000-159,999 $l5O.
10. 60,000- 69,999 175.

In 1926, a road mileage ratio was substituted for the road mileage
valuation (Acts of 1926, § 315). This act allowed state highway
subsidy up to $lOO per mile in towns with valuations under $4 mil-
lion and in which the road mileage ratio is less than $l2. (See page
64 for method of calculation of ratio.) The towns were required
to contribute a certain sum for each mile of such eligible roads,
based on their road mileage ratio.

Total available funds were to be spent under the direction of the
Division of Highways on those ways selected jointly by the division
and the local selectmen.

Tins law also provided that the Division of Highways would
determine, as nearly as possible, the number of miles of town public
ways eligible for § 26 aid and then indicate the required local con-
tributions. (This requirement in the 1918 law applied to towns of
less than $3 million valuation.)

In 1930, the maximum town valuations qualifying for state aid
was raised from $4 million to $5 million, and the reference to the
“division of highways” as the responsible state agent in controlling-
expenditures was changed to the “department of public works”.
(Acts of 1930, C. 171.)

The following year the Legislature authorized the expenditure
of $2.5 million of state highway fund moneys in 1931 and 1932 for

to cities and towns, excluding “chapter 81 towns” which were,
wnvever, authorized to receive up to $125 per mile for the same
period, instead of $lOO per mile (Acts of 1931, C. 122, § 7).

In 1934 the Legislature raised the maximum $lOO per mile ap-
propriation to $l5O (Acts of 1934, C. 366). In 1940 the use of such
funds for snow removal on state aided roads was authorized up to
125 per mile, including the cost of renting equipment at rates ap-
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proved by the Department, and to pay costs of using town equip-
Nt (Acts of 1946, C. 523)
In 1949, the maximum $l5O per mile appropriation of 1934 was

increased to $250 per mile, and the 1946 snow removal figure of
$25 per mile was raised to $75 per mile.

In 1951, the General Court again amended section 26, substituting
the valuations set forth in the 1945 Act establishing the basis of
state tax apportionments (Acts of 1951, C. 655). This act also re-
pealed § 31 of C. 81 which had set the last preceding valuation made
for state tax apportionments as a factor in determining the amounjl
of C. 81 aid. In addition, it provided that any town valued at more
than $5 million in 1945 which suffered a drop in valuations below
the $5 million level in any subsequent revaluation, would be eligible
for Chapter 81 aid.

Finally, the most recent amendment of 1954, authorizes the use
of Chapter 81 funds to pay sanding costs on state aided public ways
(Acts of 1954, C. 524).

Purpose of Chapter 81 Aid. The basic purpose of the state high-
way aid is as legitimate today as it was originally. It is designed to
provide help to the smaller towns of Massachusetts in essential ways
not only in the highway field but with relation to other services of
town government.

As originally initiated these grants guarantee small towns of
reager resources a certain measure of financial assistance in paying

costs which they could not otherwise meet without very great diffi-
culty. Moreover, they assist such localities in facing up to unusual
conditions which sometimes overwhelm their limited physical abili-
ties in terms of equipment and labor.

For example, without Chapter 81 aid, a blizzard may impose
itastrophic burden upon the residents of a sparsely populated town

of large area by forcing them to pa
for the many miles of local roads
such as trucking necessary food ;
rural postal deliveries. It is true
roads are primarily for the benefit

very large snow clearance coi

ised for essential transportation
upplies, school bus service and
that the costs of clearing those
of local inhabitants. Yet thos#

inordinately high for the 'ew people who must meet the
burden

It is equally true, of course, that blizzards also fall upon urban
communities and their complicated street patterns choked with
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stalled vehicles. Yet the financial effect is not so crippling. Their
financial burden may require a fairly substantial increase in tax
rates to meet unusual snow removal costs. But in the case of the
small towns the absence of Chapter 81 aid might well cause similar
episodes to overwhelm them completely with an immense snow bill.

In addition, to winter blizzards, mention should also be made of
the spring thaws and heavy rains which bring devastating rural
floods and wash out or at least seriously damage town roads. Here
again the small towns are subjected to heavy financial losses.

The meritorious objectives of the Chapter 81 aid program in as-
sisting small towns will also be scrutinized for negative aspects else-
where in this report. But those positive advantages still persist
and have force. Certainly as greater emphasis is being placed upon
our continually expanding urban centers and their difficult problems
of expansion, the fact must not be obscured that very real and very
difficult problems exist in the rural areas with their small towns. In
short, an adequate assumption of state responsibilities in the high-
way field calls for fair and proper state aid to both rural and urban
regions.

Chapter 81 Provisions Re Non-state Highways. While the fore-
going history indicates the development of the most important state
aid provision of Chapter 81, there are a few other important present
sections relative to local highways summarized below, including
section 26.

Section 24, Authorization. When the General Court authorizes
the Department to construct or repair a particular way, the De-
partment may act “as it deems best.” The location of the way may
be changed by local officials and the Department then may perform
its authorized tasks on the new location. The way remains a local
way unless the Department decides that it should become a state
highway.

Section 25, Maintenance. The town or county in which any
public way, not a state highway, lies has the duty of maintaining
the road in good repair, even though the road was constructed or

with state funds. If the Department decides that the
town or city is not maintaining a road properly, it shall so notify the
town or county. Then, if repairs arc not made promptly, the De-
partment may do so, assessing costs annually against the town or
county.
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Section 26, The State Aid Provision. In addition to Chapter 90
lid (§ 34), this section authorizes Chapter 81 state aid toward costs
of improvement and repair of local ways of small towns.

Towns Eligible. Towns are eligible for this aid if their 1945
state equalized valuations (C. 559) were less than $5,000,000. The
Department reports 182 towns as eligible in 1961, with 9,614 miles
of roads. The present $5,000,000 valuation limit, above which a
town fails to qualify for Chapter 81 aid, continues to be determined
by 1945 valuations; in addition, the town’s road mileage ratio must
be less than $l2. (The road mileage ratio is discussed below.)

Projects Qualifying. State aid is limited to maintenance and^
repair of town public ways; assistance in construction or reconstruc-
tion must come from Chapter 90. In addition, snow removal help
has been available since 1946 and for sanding since 1954.

State Share. The State may contribute up to $275 per mile
for maintenance and repair work, including up to $75 per mile for
snow removal and sanding work.

Town Share Repair and Maintenance. The towns must match
the State’s aid in a ratio determined by dividing the proportionate
share of one million dollars of state tax paid by the town (as deter-
mined in 1945 by Chapter 559) by the number of miles of public
ways in the town eligible for §26 aid. This is the “Road Mileage
Ratio.” For example, the 1945 act set Charlemont’s share at $.15
per $l,OOO, or $l5O per million. It has 47 miles of local road. Thus,
$l5O -f- 47 = $3.19, its road mileage ratio which, according to
the table below, requires the town to contribute $5O per mile to
natch the State’s $275 per mile contribution.

Town Shar
Road Mileage Ratio. per Mile.

0-11.39 $15.00

$1.40- 1.99 25.00
2.00- 2.79 40.00
2.80- 3.49 50.00
3.50- 5.49 75.00
5.50- 6.99 100.00
7.00- 8.99 125.00
9.00- 150.00 �

If the Road Mileage Ratio is above $11.99, there is no State
lid under § 26.

Control and Supervision. —■ The Department has control and super-
vision over the § 26 projects and the funds are spent for work on
ways jointly selected by the Department and the selectmen.
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Actual Work. The Department reports that the actual work
under § 26 is performed by town workers on a force account basis.

Section 26A, County Contribution. The county may volun-
tarily contribute to the repair and maintenance of public ways
eligible for state assistance under § 26. Payments may be to either
the town or to the Department.

Section 27, Conditions of Payment. —To acquire funds under
§ 26, the town selectmen must make a written petition. The De-
partment may determine what the form and contents of the peti-

tion shall be.
Section 28, Performance of Contract. ■— Work under §26 may be

done by the town or, if the selectmen request, the Department may
do the work or contract for its performance.

Section 29, Determination of Town’s Contribution. The Depart-
ment computes the town’s road mileage ratio and the town’s share
of § 26 projects.

Observations Relating to Chapter 81. A careful reading of Chap-
ter 81 as discussed in the foregoing text and in the sections digested
in Appendix A, brings out some observations of interest:

(a) Valuations. The selection of towns eligible for Chapter 81
aid are computed on the basis of 1945valuations, which are seriously
distorted in certain towns in the light of present valuations.

( b) Roads on Boundary Lines. There appears to be no statutory
provision establishing responsibility for roads running along town
boundary lines.

(c) Detours. —-Nor does it appear that a statute exists placing
responsibility on the state Department of Public Works when town
roads are used as detours from state roads.

id) Sale of Excess Lands. —lt would appear that Chapter 81
(§ 7E), permitting the Department of Public Works to sell excess
land, is devoid of effective safeguards.

(e) Construction Bidding. It would also appear that Chapter
81 (§8), relative to construction bidding, is inadequate.

(/) Maintenance and Repair Contracts. —■ Under the language of
Bl (§ 15), bidding for repair and maintenance work need

not be advertised.

“Chapter 90” State Aid at D.P.W. Discretion.
Appropriations commonly referred to as “Chapter 90” funds are

made under authority of §34 of that chapter. This section deals
with the disposition of fees and other revenue sources which are
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collected by the State and deposited in the Highway Fund, and the
manner of appropriating these funds.

Section 34 (1) directs that a portion of these funds be spent to
administer the motor vehicle law and the motor vehicle fuel tax.
The balance is spent under provisions of § 34 (2) which is subdivided
into eleven separate purposes, of which the following brief § 34 (2)
(a) concerns state aid.

“§ 34 . . . (2) The balance then remaining shall be used (a) for expenditure,
under the direction of said department, for maintaining, repairing, improving and
constructing town and county highways, together with any money which any
town or county may appropriate for said purpose to be used on the same highwaysf
The said ways shall remain town or county ways. In this subdivision the word
‘town’ shall include city;”

The present language of § 34 (2) (a) can be traced to Acts of
1925, C. 288, but its origin is also apparent in Acts of 1921, C. 112,
-§l-

Procedures in Applying State Aid} Chapter 90 (§ 34) authorizes
the appropriation of highway fund monies for local distribution for
the construction and maintenance of local roads. Expenditures are
controlled by the Department, and no allocation is specified by law.
In practice, the custom has been to apportion available funds locally
“under a policy formulated by the Commissioners” which at this
time allots funds on the basis of 20 per cent area, 40 per cent popula-
tion and 40 per cent road mileage. The formula is not rigid and
variations are allowed to meet unusual conditions.

State funds are drawn from the gasoline tax and from fees col-
lected by regulatory agencies (motor vehicle registration fees, opera-
tors’ license fees, etc.). They are appropriated annually by the
Legislature. Town or city funds are drawn from local real estate
taxes.

To be eligible for the above state funds a city or town must match
its aid on a percentage basis. In general, highway programs are a
three-way co-operative venture shared by (a) the state, (6) city or
town, and (c) county. On construction and reconstruction projects,
the ratio is usually 50 per cent state, 25 per cent city or town, and
25 per cent county, but the state contribution may be larger if a
project is considered important enough for other than local purposes
or if there is an emergency.

1 Based in part on: State Aid Procedures, paper given by James G. Noonan, Assistant State Aid Engineer,
D.P.W., at First Annual Highway Conference, Mass. D. P. W., May 24, 1961.
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The foregoing appropriations are almost exclusively earmarked
for road construction or reconstruction. In addition, funds are al-
lotted and matched on a Y, Y, Y basis for maintenance of highways
which were either constructed as a state aid road or discontinued as
a state highway. This appropriation usually is between 10 per cent
and 20 per cent of the total amount allotted for construction. It is
a policy of the Department that maintenance funds are not allotted
to cities.

The towns submit their requests for particular projects and these
are reviewed by the Department, the county commissioners

and the state board of commissioners at county hearings, before
funds are encumbered for any city or town. Such hearings are
attended by a member of the Board of Commissioners of Public
Works, county commissioners, Department of Public Works’ engi-
neers having jurisdiction in particular counties, and town represen-
tatives.

As a first consideration, the Department requires that the local
projects be of sufficient importance to warrant the expenditure of
state funds. Their approval is usually predicated upon the follow-
ing order of priority:

1. A section of local road which is on (a) a federal aid primary route, or (b ) a
federal aid secondary route, or (c) a state highway route.

2. A section of local road which is on any numbered route
A section of local road which is on a direct or convenient route of travel be-

tween towns, or between the centers of population within a towi
4. A section of a town feeder road on a direct or convenient route of travel from

the center of a town, or the center of population in a town to a state highway route.
5. A section of a town road in (a) seashore towns or (6) recreational areas, lead-

ing to popular beaches or points of considerable public interest; provided, that
roads in the above classes 1 to 4 have been improved.

The second consideration is that the tentative allotment of state,
county and town funds must be sufficient to perform the work.
Where there are insufficient funds to meet a request, a community
may request that funds be encumbered for successive years until
the necessary total for completion has been acquired.

In general, the Department designs all projects and furnishes
most of the engineering talent, although some counties participate
in varying degrees in preliminary surveys and designs. Actual con-
struction work is supervised to assure compliance with state stand-
ards. Accounts arc audited by D.P.W. engineers.
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Chapter 81 funds, which are available only to those towns having
1945 valuations of under $5 million, are appropriated under the
provisions of sections 26-29. Towns must match state funds with
a figure based on a fixed formula. As already indicated, the state
allots 12751 per mile of townroad and the town’s share may vary from
$l5 per mile to $l5O per mile, the total being determined by the
road mileage ratio.

These funds are to be used exclusively for maintenance and repair
of roads which are of a strictly local nature. Work is performed
on a force account basis with town personnel. The
approves, inspects and audits all work and expenditures of projects
undertaken within the provisions of this chapter.

Town officials annually determine the length of all new ways added
or deducted from the town system to establish Chapter 81 mileage.

As previously mentioned, a portion of state aid funds may be used
to pay the cost of snow removal and sanding.

No Chapter 90 or 81 funds are contributed for repair, adjustment,
construction or replacement of public utility structures, nor for
land takings, easements, new sidewalks, or other betterments. The
Department will participate in the repair etc., of local storm drainage
structures but not for sanitary sewerage structures.

The Department has direction and supervision for all work done,
and for which expenditures are charged to Chapters 81 and 90 ac-
counts.

Neither Chapter 81 nor Chapter 90 programs have had a serene
history. Since World War II they have been marked for more
frequent and more intensive criticism. As far back as 1945, a major
report to the General Court on real estate taxation and related
matters, commented critically as follows on the distributions of
monies from various state funds:

“A distribution of a fixed amount per mile to assist in financing highways, which
bears no relation to the highway needs or fiscal ability of individual cities and towns.

“A distribution of gasoline tax revenue to assifet cities and towns in financing
highway services, made on the state tax basis, a formula utterly unrelated to actual
highway needs.” 2

Commentary on both Chapters 81 and 90 Aid.

1 G. L c. 81, § 26 allows $250 per mile but special appropriation acts have raised the state’s contribution
to $275.

Report of the Special Commission on Real Estate Taxation and Related Matters, 1945, H. 1800, p. 346.
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Following up these conclusions, the Commission recommended
that if distributions were to be continued, the governing formulas
might well be based on four premises, the first two of which are as
follows:

“That the adequate performance of certain functions at the local level is of such
concern to the State as a whole that some portion of the cost should be financed
from revenues collected by the State, and that grants for such purposes should be
based upon a measure of the service load, such as . . . miles of street and traffic
densities ...”

“Inasmuch as service loads in individual cities and towns vary widely, it may
4pe logical to provide in each case a system of equalizing grants to supplement pay-

ments based on the first premise for those cities and towns with abnormally heavy
service loads.” 1

Note that this report recommends the use of a traffic density
factor in combination with a road mileage factor. In ascending order
this approach could be achieved by vehicle unit registrations, or
registered vehicles per mile of local road, or by vehicle miles. The
use of equalizing grants as a valid factor would depend on their
assigned weight. As noted above, the Commission completely re-
jected the use of valuations in a distribution formula, as having no
relationship to highway costs and highway needs. 2

In an even more critical special message on municipal finance
problems, only two years later, Governor Robert Bradford had this
to say:

“. . . this assistance ... (to local roads) . . . under a system devised even
before the coming of the automobile through chapters 81 and 90 of the General
Laws, is both insufficient and unrealistic for today’s needs.

“Our thirty-nine cities have one quarter of the total local road mileage of the
Commonwealth, more than half of the registered motor vehicles and about two-
thirds of the state’s population. Yet they collectively receive less than 5 percent
of the financial benefits of chapters 81 and 90. The largest towns fare little better
than the cities.” 3

“.
. . it is essential that a sound plan be inaugurated at the earliest possible

moment:
1. To insure more adequate and uniform maintenance standards on local roads

\hroughout the state;
'•lliuugliuuo LUG blfctLli,

t 2. To encourage a more integrated development of principal local roads than
has been accomplished under the present Chapter 90 program;

3. To provide assistance to cities and urban towns commensurate with the aid
hitherto provided only to rural towns, but without reducing aid now received by
the smaller communities;

1 Op. cit., p. 348.
2 See House, No. 1800 of 1945, p. 311
3 Senate, No. 569 of 1947, p. 11.
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4. To insure that all sections of the Commonwealth share in the apportionment
of highway aid according to their demonstrated needs;

5. To recognize the special highway problem in metropolitan areas; and
6. To base apportionment of highways aid on factors which properly reflect the

traffic density in the various cities and towns.” 1

The Governor then made recommendations that both Chapter
81 and 90 state aid provisions be changed drastically as follows:

1. “To adopt in place of the so-called Chapter 81 program of highway aid to
small towns a new formula for state grants to municipalities for the
and maintenance of purely local roads, including street lighting and snow removal,
based on these factors: Number of motor vehicles, local highway mileage, and
actual maintenance costs over a specified period. I recommend that grants of

11,500,000annually be provided under this formula
2. “To revise the so-called Chapter 90 highway program by substituting a new

formula for assistance to cities and town;
the improvement of principal local roads

based upon state approved projects for
I recommend that this formula include

conditions to insure that a fair proportion of the total aid for this purpose is allo-
cated to each of the various of the state and to urban as well as to rural
areas.”

For the latter program the Governor recommended an annual
appropriation of at least $5 million to be distributed by the General
Court, except under extraordinary conditions, when presumably
needs would dictate a higher figure.

In the first of the above two recommendations in Governor Brad-
ford’s Message, it will be noted that he proposed repeal of the Chap-
ter 81 program, and the substitution of a formula using factors of
local motor vehicle registrations, local road mileage and average
road maintenance costs. These are the ingredients of the bill which
the Committee on Taxation subsequently reported out favorably
in 1947 (House, No. 2274) and as noted below are now up for con-
sideration again (House, No. 1560

,s put under strong attack again.
;rpt from a majority report, of a
that year closely supports the
ilthough a full decade has now®

In 1952, the local aid program w
Note how closely the following exc
special commission on taxation in
present attitude of many critics, ;
elapsed;

One of the pressing needs of the day ii a comprehensive analysis of the whole
question of the relationship of the State and the cities and towns in the develop-
ment of a modern highway system which will be geared to meet the ever increasing

jf 1961).

Op. cit., pp.
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demands of the future. Without question a formula based only on road mileage is
less than ideal. A new formula is needed. Its fashioning should involve consid-
eration of such factors as a detailed classification of streets and highways, traffic
counts, motor vehicle registrations, and miles of roads as related to population
density and assessed valuation. This would require a great amount of engineering
data, analyses of roads and the counting of traffic at many points in the Common-
wealth. Procedures for hearings and appeals from the classifications established
would have to be provided for. Done properly it would require months or years to
complete.” 1

The majority of these 1952 Commission members recommended
4|Lhat Chapter 90 aid be continued in its present form and that Chap-
ter 81 program be extended in principle to the entire road mileage
of the State with a uniform mileage grant of $275 and a matching
requirement of $l5O per mile of street or road to be supplied by the
local government as a condition of receiving state assistance.

The commission reasoned that state-wide Chapter 81 aid would
(a) eliminate the incentive to hold official assessed valuation under
$5 million and (b) would eliminate the discrimination against cities
and larger towns, stating:

“While these places have provided the major portion of the gasoline tax, they
have not done particularly well in receiving aid annually from this source.”

It also cited as a particular advantage that it would provide a
definite amount of revenue each year to all municipalities which is
an important consideration because although Chapter 90 aid would
continue, it would not guarantee any definite amount of highway
assistance to any city or town in any particular year. Under the
Chapter 90 program, the needs of any one city or town are sub-
servient to the needs of developing and maintaining a state-wide
highway network.

A strong minority statement, 2 was much more explicit in viewing
deficiencies of the highway aid program:

“The Commission is in full agreement that the present highway aid program
is deficient, and that there is an immediate and compelling need to end the ob-

fhous discrimination in favor of rural areas by extending the assistance program
on a realistic basis to the traffic-choked cities and larger towns of the Common-
wealth. ... All of the . . .

Chapter 81 roads, and . . . state highways, lie in
rural areas. The remaining

. . . miles of city streets, urban arteries and resi-
dential service roads are, for the most part, the financial responsibility of our
cities and towns.

1 House, No. 2323 of 1962, p. 74,
2 By the late Norman MacDonald in House, No. 2323 of 1952, p. BG.
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“Little is known about the character of this enormous mileage of urban highway,
beyond the fact that most of it is ‘improved’ road with varying types of surface
treatment. What little cost information is available suggests that construction
and maintenance costs of such urban roadways vastly exceed the corresponding
costs of rural roads. Furthermore, there are obviously wide differences in costs
between the suburban service road, on the one hand, and the principal city streets
on the other.

“.
. . facts do not now exist on which to premise any sound and realistic exten-

sion of the highway aid program and the first essential to any valid proposal must be
an adequate classification of the entire road mileage of the State, accompanied by more
comprehensive road-use and cost information than is now available. (Emphasis
added.) Mp.

“To continue the Chapter 90 program is to capitulate to the vested interests of
local communities in this 1 system ’ of state and county aided roads, rather than to
face the disagreeable fact that this system no longer represents, if it ever did, a
rational classification of secondary inter-town roads.

“To extend the principles, and even the
the infinitely varied pattern of urban street!
compound the weaknesses of the Chapter
urban problem.”

amounts, of Chapter 81 assistance to
i and roads is at once to intrench and
81 program, and complexity of the

The above strong dissent concluded with a recommendation that
immediate and appropriate steps be taken to obtain full and detailed
information about the local road system of the State as a foundation
for the intelligent distribution of state aid.

Among several current criticisms of the adequacy of Chapters 81
and 90 highway aid, the following excerpt from a report of the Bu-
reau of Government Research at the University of Massachusetts
is indicative:

“The State distributes funds to the cities and towns on the basis of long out-
dated, archaic distribution formulas. Partly because such formulas favor some
communities and discriminate against others, we face a stand-off on this problem
which results in political inaction. But it remains a problem, and it must be sur-
mounted before state finances will ever run smoothly.” 1

Of additional interest is the criticism levied by a Connecticut
study group with respect to that state’s local aid program. 2 Con-
necticut’s town aid formula provides a 81,400 per mile grant
each town’s first 23 miles of local roads and then prorates the re-
mainder. The 169 towns shared $8 million but the study group

1 “Some aspects of Massachusetts Public Finance”, Public Information Study No. 2, Bureau of Govern-
ment Research, University of Massachusetts, 1961, p. 14.

Local Road Costs in Connecticut,” Connecticut Public Expenditure Council, Hartford, Conn.
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pointed out the discriminating results wherein grants to smaller
towns often absorbed almost the entire cost of local road construc-
tion and maintenance while in larger towns and cities, the bulk of
the cost must be borne by local taxpayers.

Basis of Modernizing State A id Program.

The Legislature alone can decide what should be the extent of the
highway system within the State. To decide this question wisely
a set of standards is desperately needed based on a thorough and

study of all state and local highways. Such a study, if it
is to be useful, should develop: (1) A classification system applied
to present highways; (2) an appraisal of future local highway needs;
and (3) an acceptable formula for distribution of state aid to help
meet those future requirements.

In seeking the first objective, i.e. the development of an up-to-
date highway classification (see latter portion of this section), such a
study would have to cover all highways, roads, streets and bridges
in the Commonwealth regardless of the level of governmental juris-
diction. To be successful, local governments must co-operate in
that study by preparing inventories of all their local roads and
streets on D.P.W. forms so as to assure uniformity and comparability
of results.

From experience gained in making recent classification studies in
other jurisdictions, it develops that early in these studies there
evolves a reasonable number of road classes, a useful nomenclature,
and a set of criteria for each classification. These criteria include
the use of traffic volume figures, road function (whether through
traffic, inter-town, intra-town service, etc.), location as related to
main state arteries, etc. All roads and streets are then assigned to
proposed road classes on a preliminary basis followed by public
hearings and subsequent modifications in the light of new informa-
tion received. Final classification requires legislative or depart-
mental approval. To insure that each road thereafter remains in
the most appropriate classification, proper procedures are established

making additions or deletions which adjust for changing or
unforeseen conditions.

The second aspect of the general study outlined above calls for
appraisal of local needs. This appraisal can be made concurrently
with the classification study using the data collected by local gov-
ernments in their basic inventories. In addition, the adequacies
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Given proper classification and a reasonable concept of
needs, the final task, discussed elsewhere, is legislative decision as
to the best plan and scope of state aid toward local highway costs.

Hiqhway Classificatior
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k facility which serves motorists making frequent short trips
to near-by population centers or to main traffic arteries and which
provides a relatively large amount of service to abutting land
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This facility corresponds with a highway system providing general
coverage to collect and distribute traffic widely over its area.

Regardless of type of facility, cities and towns are the primary
points of trip origins and destinations. A primary obligation of the
State is to interconnect these places by the most direct routes
practicable.

Obviously, the larger the city and the greater its business ac-
tivities, the more traffic it generates and the more it influences state-
wide travel. On the other hand, the farther apart communities are,
the less traffic may be expected from them.

A basic principle of highway classification is that routes connecting
places of similar importance can be ranked as having a similar degree
of state-wide interest. Small communities are of interest mainly
to local areas. But most roads have elements of both local and
state-wide significance the relative proportion shading gradually
from one to the other. One factor alone may be of sufficient im-
portance to decide what system to choose for a particular route.
Where several criteria point to the same conclusion the choice is
more decisive.

Many urge that consideration be given to special road uses which
give added weight to selection of routes for a particular system.
Thus recreation needs have not only state-wide interest but some-
times nation-wide interest. The Cape and Plymouth areas of Massa-
chusetts are examples of areas which attract large numbers of road
users from out of state. But routes leading to local lakes, parks,
athletic areas, and the like, command local interest and bear heavy
traffic flows in season for winter sports, spring fishing, summer
boating and swimming, fall hunting and foliage trips.

Classification proponents hold thatroads or streets serving similar
purposes should be grouped together, systematically interconnected
throughout the area which they serve and then assigned to the gov-
ernment agency having primary interest in that service. Such
grouping gives legislators and administrators opportunity to recog-
nize and provide the more essential needs in the proper order of their
importance.

Uniform and consistent classifications, it is argued, resist pressures
m changes, giving them more stability and encouraging

und, long-range financial planning. A step in this direction has
actually been taken by the Department of Public Works in com-
pliance with section 210 of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956
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which required all States to make an estimate of their highway
needs for all road systems over the period 1956-1971. This require-
ment was one of five steps in a study program designed to develop
data for a proper allocation of highway costs among highway bene-
ficiaries. It was also stipulated in the federal act that for purposes
of providing a foundation for further analysis of an equitable cost
allocation, cost needs of all highways both state and local, and
both federal aid and non-federal aid, be estimated.

The “Section 210” study covered 12 different road systems as
defined by the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, with non-state rural
roads and non-state city streets assigned the lowest priority in the
order of research.

Some data on rural roads and city streets was thereupon collected
and tabulated by the Department in its 1957 schedule of highway
needs in compliance with the “Section 210” directive. This in-
formation must be developed in far more detail if it is to serve the
needs of a new state and local highway classification for state aid
purposes.

Chapter VI. Proposals to Revise State Aid Program

Against the foregoing background of present state aid toward
local highway programs, this chapter discusses various proposals
in turn (House, Nos. 1560, 1570, 2100 and 2101 all of 1961).

House, No. 1560 of 1961.

This bill, introduced by Rep. Sumner Z. Kaplan and Rep. Francis
W. Perry, provides for an annual appropriation of $l5 million from
highway fund revenues to be distributed to all cities and towns in
the Commonwealth. It would repeal the present Chapter 81 statu-
tory provisions relative to state aid for the small towns, but would
not affect the Chapter 90 program. With fiscal 1962 appropriations
of $7 million for Chapter 90 work, the total local aid appropriations
would be increased to $22 million if this proposal were in effect this
year. In contrast the actual “81” and “90” appropriation total
is $9.6 million for the current year. Hence there would be a net
increase of $12.4 million in state subsidization of local highways.
The bill does not require any matching contributions from local
governments.

House, No. 1560requires that all 351 cities and towns of the Com-
monwealth be grouped into 10 classes, according to (a) the number
of motor vehicles registered in each community and (6) the number
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of their miles “of town way,” to be determined every five years by
the Department of Public Works.

In the new classification, as shown in the table below, Boston
would be the sole community in Class I. The proponents of the bill
state that this special classification has been set up for Boston alone
because the heavy traffic pressures on Boston from metropolitan use
of its streets are inadequately reflected by use ofBoston’s registration
totals alone in working out the state’s distribution formula.

The highway classification table then groups the remaining 350
pities and towns into another nine classes. As will be noted, the
breakdown is based on numbers ofregistered vehicles per mile which
range from a maximum of 250 or more in Class II cities and towns,
down to 20 or less in Class X communities. State grants to the cities
and towns would be determined by the individual class in this table
in which a community is placed. Grants under the new bill would
in any case be higher than is now provided under the Chapter 81
program: $250 per mile, as specified in G. L. c. 81, § 26; and $275
per mile, as specified in recent annual appropriation acts. The new
minimum grant would be $2BO per mile for towns in Class X and
would range up to $1,600 per mile for the communities in Class 11,
and $3,400 per mile for special Glass I containing the single com-
munity of Boston. The size of the grant per highway mile is based
on average maintenance expenses per mile of local road in each
class of city.

Table 2. Local Highway Classifications and State Aid on Basis of Vehicle
Registration per Mile as Specified in House, No. 1560 of 1961.

ViTWBT-R ™ Nnmhp,of Registered Local State Estimated
„ 0F Vehicles Road Grant Aid inClasses Communities Vehicles Road Grant Aid

classes. communities. per Mlle_ Mileage. per Mile. Milli.

I 1 263 734 $3,400 $2.50

II .... 10 250 and over 698 1,600 1.12

111
... 15 200-249 1,644 1,100 1.81

IV ... 23 150-199 2,633 900 2.28
4l 100-149 2,892 700 2.02�

VI
...

41 70-99 2,417 480 1.16
VII

... 68 60-69 3,776 400 1.51
VIII

.... 60 30-49 2,919 320 0.93
IX

... 39 20-29 2,193 300 0.66
X 73 0-19 3,561 280 1.00

Total .... 351 23,367 $14.99
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he amount of state aid to be extended to each city or town would
be annually computed by the Department ofPublic Works according

dule. A list of these local subsidies would be certi-
partment and transmitted to the Comptroller and

thence to the Treasurer for annual payment to communities in two
equal instalments on April 15 and November 15.

Proponents of this bill argue that these grants can be used where
reeded for road purposes in the cities and towns according to the

ghway maintenance in the bill which includes street■enmtior
lighting, snow removal, sidewalk maintenance, curbing, bridg'
trains, traffic control devices and signs. The present Chapter 81
provision requiring that state grants must be spent under the di

fate Department of Public Works is continued in the
new proposal for those smaller communities grouped in Classe
IX and X. In addition the proposal limits the increased grant paid

any town to the amount actually spent during the prior year for
highway maintenance. Proponents say that this condition is im-
posed “to ensure that the highway aid is being spent for highway
purposes and not just for tax rate reduction.” 1 On the other hand,
the memorandum indicating the views of these proponents also

uaranteeing a definite amount of aid each year for
ghway maintenance, “Cities and towns would be able to use these

te deductions
Another argument of the proponents is that the cities and towns
■uld benefit in that all would be eligible for state aid and that they

.vould share “about 20 per cent of Highway Fund revenues, or more
ban twice the total they now receive.” 3 The word “they” is not
'urther identified, but the statement is so phrased as to suggest that

community is going to get a considerably larger share than
it present. That statement is misleadin

teresting comparison between this bill, House, No
1560 of 1961 and the provisions in the original version drawn in 1947
The 1961 formula is based on the formula in a 1947 proposal ac-
iompanying the report of the committee on taxation in House, No.

rection of t

M

louse Committee on Ways and Means without a re
frc
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On the surface the 1947 and 1961 bills look remarkably alik
for some “adjustments” to reflect 1961 costs. But examination r
the past and proposed tables of allocations per mile of local road
reveals a major overhauling of the original approach, as indicated
in the following table:

Variations in State Aid Proposals on 191+7 amTabl

this class.
The importance of x

relationship merits a lo t recen
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noted by the Bureau of Government Research at the University
of Massachusetts.

Population, Area and Density. Massachusetts had a population
of 5,148,578 in 1960 according to the U. S. Census, ranking the
Commonwealth ninth among the 50 States. The rate of population
growth has been brisk since the end of World War II with the State
growing 3 per cent between 1950 and 1955 and about 6 per cent
between 1955 and 1960. Massachusetts population was 4,690,514
in 1950, and 4,837,645 in 1955.

In 1950 the above population had a density of 596 persons perjf>,
square mile; by 1960 the density showed an increase to 630 persons
per square mile. Closely related to these data are figures showing
that Massachusetts has 8,093 square miles of land area or only 0.3
per cent of the total national area, with a ranking of 44th among
all of the States.

But these figures on density of population are averages only. The
following table shows the irregular distribution of the Bay State’s
total population in rural and urban communities among the counties
of the State:

Table 4. Urban and Rural Population of Massachusetts Counties 1960.

Source: 1960 Census of Population. Advance Reports. Massachusetts,

County Urban Rural Total
Population. Population. Population.

Barnstable 11,793 58,493 70,286
Berkshire 105,609 36,526 142,135
Bristol 335,365 63,123 398,488

Dukes - 5,829 5,829
Essex 516,138 52,693 568,831

Franklin 22,996 31,869 64,864

Hampden 373,492 56,861 429,363
Hampshire 68,747 34,482 103,229

Middlesex 1,063,744 174,998 1,238,742
Nantucket 2,804 766 3,559 .

Norfolk 442,291 67,965 610,256

Plymouth 148,343 100,106 248,449

Suffolk 791,329 - 791,329
Worcester 425,394 157,834 683,228

The State 4,308,044 840,534 6,148,578
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Clearly Massachusetts is an urban State, with 4,300,000 urban
inhabitants, or almost 84 per cent of the people living in areas de-
fined by the Census Bureau as having either 25,000 or more inhabi-
tants, or populations between 2,500 and 25,000 with a density of
at least 1,500 persons per square mile. In other words the state’s
population ts not spread evenly. Instead, more and more people are
crowding into less and less space. For example, the city of Somerville
struggles with a density of 25,000 persons per square mile.

Naturally, communities which would receive less state aid for
Mocal roads under any bill, than is now being extended, would be

expected to oppose any new schedule of distributions proposed in
such bill. For that reason, House, No. 1560 specifies a minimum
grant of $2BO per mile from the State which is slightly in excess of
the present $275 per mile grant. As a further means of reducing
opposition the localities would not be obliged to put up a matching
local contribution.

It is known that the Department of Public Works unofficially dis-
courages this type of legislation on the grounds that amounts needed
to pay for this more generous state aid to the cities and towns would
seriously reduce the funds remaining for its normal operations. The
Department considers the proposal to be extremely broad in scope
encompassing a wide range of activities, some of which are not now
covered by state aid. Relieving the towns of the requirement that
they match the state contributions also did not go unnoticed by the
Department.

In answer to the objections to House, No. 1560 the proponents
agree that there would be a net increase in local aid appropriations
of $12.4 million per year. But with total motor fuel tax receipts
increasing year by year they point out that the normal growth of
this revenue source would absorb the net cost of this bill in only
four years. Moreover, they also emphasize that if motor fuel tax
receipts do not continue their upward climb, a minor increase in the
gasoline tax rate will meet the situation.

The proponents also agree that the range of activities covered by
bill is broad. This step is suggested in order to provide aid for

activities which are not now included, such as street lighting and
traffic devices.

Finally, local matching contributions were omitted in the bill
because the basic intent of the bill is to reduce the need for com-
munities to spend money for local road maintenance from local tax
sources.
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Mouse, No. 1570 of 1961.

House, No. 1570 of 1961 was filed by Representative Charles I
Patrone of Boston, with the strong endorsement of the Public Works
Department of the city of Boston. This type of bill was first enacted
in 1945, again in 1946, and a third time in 1956.1 The first two en-

ments each provided ass million appropriation. In the more
act, the apportionments to individual cities and towns

in the earlier acts were tripled, thereby requiring an increased ap-
propriation of $l5 million. This increased amount was drawn from
a $2OO million bond issue voted that year. i

House, No. 1570 of 1961 also called for an appropriation of $l5
million but it would do so by amending the General Laws to provide

an annual allocation of said sum in accordance with the individ-
ual apportionments in the 1956 act.

ice this bill makes no reference to Chapter 81 or Chapter 90
programs, the assumption is that it was intended as a supplement to
those programs rather than as a replacement for either or both of
them. In contrast, House, No. 1560, discussed above, would repeal
Chapter 81. If this supplementary objective is enacted, then the
addition of $l5 million to the Chapters 81 and 90 appropriations of
1961 would give the cities and towns a total of $24.6 million for
local road purposes. This increased amount is equal to approxi-
nately a third of the total gasoline tax revenues of 1961, and to

almost one-fourth of total highway fund revenues for that year.
Opponents of House, No. 1570 point out as a primary defect that

the principal basis of distribution apportionments is to be the old
schedule of 1945 valuations. When the formula Avas first applied
in 19451 and again the following vear, the use of valuations could
not be criticized from the viewpoint of obsolescence. Valuations
iad, however, come under severe criticism in 1945, as indicated)

below on the basis of irrelevancy as a factor:

whatsoever between distributions sup'There is, of course, no relationshif
posedly to assist cities and towns in fina icing their highway expenditures and the
highway needs of individual cities and tc ivns when the distribution is on a valua^j

> Acts of 1945, c. 719, Acts of 1948, c. 588, Ac 718, § SA. For similar appr
(rerent scale of apportionmcto cities and towns bi:highway fund

appropriating $lO million for each of 1911 and 194 d Ac

Real E ad Matters. II
d examples of
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)

Actually, two factors were used in the 1945, 19
(1) the state contribution under G. L. c. 81 which at the time
1945 act was $l5O per mile (in effect since 1939), and (2) the 1945

property vaku m the schedule ot

ments as appearing in Acts of 1945
For those unfamiliar with the background for arriving at the If

valuations it should be added that no attempt was made in th<
figures to place the then community valuation
All towns were deliberately undervalued to i

state aid programs. Thus no insistence
miarsh, arbitrary line that would for example shut £bitrary line that would for example shut c

aid picture because its valuations amounted to $5.1 million wl
another town was luckjr enough to have a valuation of $4.9 million
or just inside the $5.0 million dividing point. Instead, distortion
were worked into the schedule so that towns would not be excluded
from aid programs because it was felt that the particular expense
peculiar to certain towns warranted such action.

A disparity therefore exists among (1) the actual market valuation
of a town in 1945, (2) its assessed valuation established by local
assessors in 1945, (3) its equalized valuation as determined by the
state tax commission in 1945 and (4) its equalized valuation as en ■
acted into law, due to legislative reaction to a town’s fiscal status
and its fiscal ability to meet statutory obligations. This confusing-
situation is made much worse by subsequent additional disparities
caused by major re-evaluations in some communities since 1945, the
changing assessment practices within given towns, and the different
methods employed by the tax commission in its equalized valuation
reports.

For example, Table 5 lists two sets of communities; one, an “A”
group of selected towns which were not eligible for Chapter 81 aid
in 1945 because their valuations exceeded $5 million ; and the other,
a “B” group of selected communities which were eligible for Chap
ter 81 aid in the 1945 law. Because that law remains today th<
basis of “81” distributions the “B” group communities are still

for “81” aid and do, in fact, receive distributions. The
1945 valuations are those enacted by the Legislature after adjust-
ments for fiscal capacities and abilities previously discussed. The
1961 valuations are those of the state tax commission as listed in
House, No. 3103 of 1961; it must be emphasized that these 1961
figures are not determined by the same method used by the Legisla
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v

ture in establishing the 1945 valuations and the relationship is
therefore not a direct one. They are presented here solely to demon-
strate the differences between the two groups of towns, using only
the 1945 valuations, and the differences, using only the 1961 valua-
tions :

Table 5. —Selected Town Valuations of 19451 and 1961 2 and Road Mileages of
1960 based on Town Non Eligibility and Eligibility for Chapter 81 Aid.

A. Selected Towns NOT Eligible for Chapter 81 Aid.

Valuations (millions).
Town 1 1960 Road

Mileage.
1945. 1 1961.2

Stockbridge . . . $5.08 $16.21 46.6
Kingston 5.12 20.18 23.0
Oak Bluffs 5.27 15.46 43.7

Hanover . . . . . . . . . . 5.36 26.03 41.5
Edgartown 5.38 22.61 36.3

Nahant 5.72 19.16 13.1
Lee 5.73 25.19 51.3
Marion . . . . . . . 5.80 25.21 23.6
Winchendon 6.12 18.99 98.5
Hamilton 6.22 26.48 35.1

Average $5.58 $21.55

B. Selected Towns Eligible for Chapter 81 Aid?

$2.64 47.1Burlington

Dennis 4.91 60.23 80

Bedford 3.17 4794

Wilmington
Holden

4.65 70.1

4.38 48.86 8 1

West ford 4.81 48.69 85.6

Tewksbury

Dracut

45.94.99 86.3

45.394.99 79.0

45.34 61.63Wilbraham
Sudbury 44.334 76.4

$50.96$4.24Average

1 Valuations according to legislative determination enacted as Acts of 1945, c. 559.
2 Valuations according to state tax commission determination proposed in House, No. 3103 of 1961.
» By Acts of 1951, c. 655, 182 towns having less than $5,000,000 assessed valuation under the 1945 equalized

aluation law (c. 559) were made eligible for c. 81 aid.
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Thus, the average legislative valuations of 1945 ($5.58 million) of
group A towns not eligible for Chapter 81 aid exceeded by 24 per cent
the average legislative valuation for group B towns ($4.24 million).
Conversely, the same comparison, using equalized 1961 valuations
recommended by the tax commission, showed that the average
valuation of group A towns ($21.55 million) was 58 per cent below
the average valuation of group B towns ($50.96 million).

Although two different determinations of valuations for 1945
and for 1961 constitute the basis of the above comparison of the

®iwo groups of towns, which are probably extreme examples, the
tables do vividly demonstrate some of the inequities that have
developed.

Some communities now eligible for Chapter 81 aid have progressed
so rapidly in their economic development over the past 16 years as
to cast serious doubt on their privilege to continue as beneficiaries
under this program at least in the same degree as heretofore.

Legally they now have every right to receive these benefits. But
the justice of such action may be challenged from the viewpoint
of the less favored communities, such as the group A towns above
where economic progress is at a very modest pace.

This question cannot be answered by deciding that the towns in
group A should also now be receiving Chapter 81 funds. Perhaps
some of the towns should be so helped, perhaps none of them. By
whatever means this difficult question is resolved, it appears certain
that continuation of the yardstick of valuations as a criterion of
eligibility for Chapter 81, or its use for annual state-wide distribu-
tions as proposed in House, No. 1570, will again raise cases of in-
equity through the coming years, however successfully the immedi-
ate fairness of revision may be on any valuation basis.

A look at the towns in group B above illustrates how strangely
1945 valuation figures have now come to operate. Three of the
fastest growing Chapter 81 towns are within the sphere of influence
of Route 128, the Boston circumferential highway. Similar develop-
ments are in immediate prospect in the near future for various
“81 ” towns that lie within the influence of the new interstate high-
way, Route 495, which is the “outer belt” highway running through
the Merrimack Valley and sweeping in a wide arc through Middlesex
County. It, also, is a road which may well bring prosperity to the
various towns along its path comparable to that enjoyed by the
Route 128 communities.
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It, finally, should not go unnoticed that at least four
receiving “81” funds were given a higher equalized valuation thar
the city of Newburyport in the tax commission’s 1961 apportion

1hat

eligible for Chapter 90 construction and maintenance aid but New
buryport is neither eligible for Chapter 81 maintenance fund

city, i

ihrs text must ur >c

communities or tneir status in the ck

velopment of some of the above material. Here and there in theJH
text comparisons are made between average findings with respect tc
attributes of the highway situations of various groupst

local communities. By using such group averages the text seek
iron out the special and unusual conditions that may well be the whole
cause of out of line information presented for an individual com-
munity. Hence those findings of this report which are based on such
averages must only be used with the greatest care as applicable to
each of the specific individual communities embraced within those
averages.

All of the foregoing only partially points up the complex web of
problems encountered by use of assessed property valuations as an
apportionment factor. Of course, the use of the 1945 equalized
valuations has been criticized many times by many observers as an
unfair, inequitable factor in a formula of state aid distribution.
Among such critics the Legislative Research Bureau made the
following statement in a 1959 report on the school subsidy formula
still authorized for use in this State

“The obsolete equalizations (of 1945) tend to make the formulas employir
them unreliable as a measure of local needs and local ability to pay.” 2

“.
. . it perpetuates an unreal system of aid which ignores changing conditioi

within the cities and towns of the Commonwealth.”3

However, mere substitution of 1961 equalized valu;
present valuations will not correct the present formula difficulties in
the distribution of state aid. Great care must be exercised in mak- "0the distribution of state aid. Great car
ing changes. Theoretically, the use of 1961 equalized valuati
would be better than 1945 valuations. But in addition adiustme

ould, for example, be made for n

committed themselves to capital outlay programs in anti
w
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grants they are to receive from the present formula. Nor would
increasing the present $5 million valuation maximum, to include
slower developing communities be an ideal remedy. As already
mentioned, it cannot be predicted what will happen economically
to the scores of communities within the influence of the new in-
terstate highway 495, for example, which is now under construction.
Likewise other limited access roads may similarly affect other com-

munities of the State.
The Legislature must reckon with these considerations if property

valuations are to be continued as a factor in the highway distri-
bution formula. It is not the mere obsolescence of 1945 valuations
that is the issue. It is the validity of valuations as a factor which
is under question.

The Legislature could review the present list of “81 ” communities
with the original purpose of the Chapter 81 program in mind. That
original purpose was to help the poorer, small towns which had a
large mileage, mostly of dirt roads that were hopeless mud ruts
during and after rains. The situation was made worse by the fact
that many of these so-called roads were school bus routes and postal
rural free delivery routes. Aid was badly needed to raise the roads
to a minimum standard.

Basically, Chapter 81 aid did not anticipate major reconstruction.
It envisioned improvements such as widening roads as needed, re-
moving dangerous bends, and providing gravel and oil cover. No
program of new construction, or relocation, or stone base, or hot top
cover was intended.

As alluded to previously, determining what towns were to be
eligible when the 1945 schedule was constructed required a great deal
of study insofar as local fiscal capacities and various local needs were

concerned. As to the local road needs, local soil conditions, snov -

fall, traffic density and seasonal use of local roads were all taken
into account.

In 1961, however, the industrial and other developments of some
of these “81” towns over the past 15 years have changed their
economic character, fiscal capacities, and local road needs bene-
ficially for some, detrimentally for others. If the purpose of Chap-
ter 81 is still to be met and met equitably, then it would seem some
changes in that program are in order.

By the same standards, use of equalized valuation on a state-wide
basis as proposed in House, No. 1570 is an equally unsatisfactory
approach.
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House, Nos. 2100 and 2101 of 1961.
Two other bills relating to state aid for local roads were mentioned

in the introductory chapters. These were (a) House, No. 2100,
introduced by Rep. Charles A. Bisbee, Jr., and Rep. Philip F. Whit-
more, proposing an increase in Chapter 81 state aid from the present
$250 per mile, to $350per mile, and ( b) House, No. 2101, introduced
by Representative Bisbee and others, proposing a statutory deter-
mination that all Chapter 90 project costs w'ould be shared on the
basis of a 60 per cent state, 20 per cent county and 20 per cent city or
town ratio. The present ratio of construction costs is 50 per cent-
-25 per cent-25 per cent and of maintenance costs, These
ratios have been set by the State Board of Commissioners of Public
Works under its discretionary powers.

As to House, No. 2100, the increased state aid of $350 per mile
would be 27 per cent higher than the present figure of $275 which
special appropriation acts have apparently established in practice
instead of the $250 per mile specified in Chapter 81 (G. L. c. 81,
§ 26). The problem of obtaining the necessary additional state
funds is discussed elsewhere in the report.

The second proposal, House, No. 2101 provides for state assump-
tion of 60 per cent instead of the present 50 per cent of local high-
way costs. Finding the necessary new state funds either requires
the diverting of funds from other present state use, or else finding
additional sources of revenue.

Both bills, of course, are aimed at the general relief of the local
communities.

Chapter VII. Summary and Conclusions.

Mounting pressure comes from the cities and towns for diversion
to them of more state collected highway revenues. Their sincerity
is not in question. But there is the other side of the coin, the views
of those who oppose the dispersion of highway user tax revenues over
lightly traveled roads or streets as “an unsound highway fiscal
practice.” They argue that direct highway users should bear the
principal costs of improving state highways and that non-users who
reap substantial benefits from local rural roads and urban streets
should meet the costs of the latter. They contend that national
statistics demonstrate that as local units of government get increased
assistance from the State for support of local roads and streets, they
put up less and less of their own revenues. They admit that the tax
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burden on the property owners is great, but argue that it is at least as
heavy for the motor vehicle owner. Increased highway allotments
to local units, they argue, will drain revenues which normally go to
operations and overhead expenses of state agencies thus creating
pressures to seek additional funds. It is the familiar case of robbing
Peter to pay Paul.

The General Issue.
there emerges a general issue whichGiven these varied arguments

be summarized as follows:
Are local streets which serve as local service roads for local resi-

dents the responsibility of the general highway user? If so, then the
the necessary funds to build and maintain them should be drawn
from the state collected highway fund. Or, do local streets serve
local residents primarily and should they bear the financial respon-
sibility of beneficiaries? If so, should not local highway costs be
drawn solely from local funds?

Or, are such local streets a jointresponsibility, partially that of the
local government because of obvious local benefits, and partially
that of the State because a modern local network of streets is essen-
tial, if the health and growth of the state’s economy is to be con-
tinued? If so, then joint participation requires a joint effort. But
in what proportion? In proportion to each party’s fiscal capacity?
In proportion to the use and benefits of each local road? In pro-
portion to local needs alone?

By state aid on local highways, the Commonwealth has rejected
the view that local roads are solely a local responsibility. But it
has not yet been persuaded that all costs of both local and state
roads should be borne solely by revenues from highway users. The
middle ground that of joint responsibility is the field of battle
and here the real issue seems twofold; (1) Can the State increase
its aid, and (2) how can a reasonably accurate measure of local road
needs be established so as to make the best possible use of funds
which the State is willing to commit to such a program.

The present system of distribution of state aid seems to please
neither side to the controversy. It has survived this long only be-
cause of the fear that great difficulties and burdens will accompany
any basic change. Various proponents of change have argued,
however, that if there is ever to be any improvement of this unhappy
situation, a proposal already suggested in a variety of forms, which
guarantees that any new program willnot reduce the present amount
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of assistance to the small towns, should be adopted. If this guaran-
tee is given, they believe the way to be open to negotiate the new
program which is long overdue. And because the cities and towns
are the creatures of the State a heavy obligation falls upon the
State to take the initiative in this area.

However, the working out of this very difficult problem calls for
mutual understanding. It is, of course, much easier to merely
criticize the present methods of distributing state aid or to simply
ask for more money. But this is to ignore realities. Local officials
must recognize that there is a priority of needs for the highway
dollar and the motor vehicle owner and road user cannot pay un-
limited taxes. The pressures on the state Highway Fund are great.
Of $lOB million available in 1961, the large amounts of $42 million
were earmarked for debt service, $35.3 million went into state
highway operations, $ll.l million were required for the essential
services provided by the Registry of Motor Vehicles and the State
Police, and another $lO million went for the vital M.D.C. highways
carrying such heavy loads of traffic. The balance of $9.6 million
went for local aid subsidy ($7 million for Chapter 90 roads, $2.6
million for Chapter 81 roads).

In short, any increased sums for local purposes must come largely
from the $35 million of state highway money which is the only
amount the General Court can redistribute as things now stand.
Moreover, as part of the maintenance needs of the huge system of
state highways in Massachusetts, it is estimated by the Public
Works Commissioner that maintenance costs of the completed

$4 million annually from theInterstate System will alone drain
Highway Fund.

Conclusions.

The Chapter 81 formula of state
fects. Insofar as the formula relies

aid obviously has serious de-
on equalized valuations which

were established nearly 17 years ago, many cases of hardship and
injustice and a few cases of undeserved benefits have been caused.
Further, reliance on road mileage as an additional factor without
reference to (a) variable costs of road maintenance, (b ) road needs,
or (c) traffic densities, works an additional hardship on eligible
communities whose highway burdens are heavier than their mileage
indicates.

Valuation Factor. Authoritative works on road financing give
no substantial support to use of valuations as a legitimate factor in
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apportioning road funds. Usually they are rejected as irrelevant
without discussion. The use of updated valuations would elimir
many Massachusetts inequitic ■esulting from the old valuations o
1945, but they would still be irr levant: furthermore, like the 1945
valuations, they, too, would gradually become out of date and create
their own inequities.

In one respect, the 1945 valuations do have a bearing; they re-
flect the fiscal capacity of the small towns and the poorer communi-
ties and thus the relative needs of these local units. However, these

relate to 1945 conditions. Another field of criticism is con-
cerned with the susceptibility of valuation to local or state manip-
ulation. Thus, an outright minimum grant at least equal to the
present minimum, and applicable to all communities, is being
viewed with increasing sympathy as a more rational approach.

Road Mileage Factor. The use of road mileage as a factor is not
considered fair when employed independent of modifying factors.
Used alone, it fails to reflect the differences in highway construction
and maintenance costs, ignores traffic densities, and unjustly bene-
fits communities with a large mileage of inferior roads as against
those communities with lesser mileages but higher construction and
maintenance standards.

As used in the distribution of Chapter 81 funds in Massachusetts,
road mileage is combined with equalized valuations to produce the
factor that determines the community contributions. The formula
makes no other adjustment for variable costs or changing needs.
Neither separately nor jointly do these factors produce a currently
fair or equitable means of distributing funds for local road purposes.
Their objective is valid, but their method is not.

As used in the present distribution of Chapter 90 funds, the factor
ofroad mileage is combined with factors of land area and population
to determine the amount of aid to give a given community. Road
mileage, by department policy, carries a 40 per cent weight in this
determination, but because it favors rural communities its weight
in this distribution is criticized,

of land area also favors the
of Massachusetts. While road r
road needs within limits, land a
weight in Chapter 90 distribution
ship to road needs in this State ;
development.

particularly because the second
rural areas and most of the towns
rileage and population do reflect
rea, which carries a 20 per cent

ppears to have no real relation-
this stage of our road network

Population Factor. Population, the third factor in Chapter 90
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distribution, also carries 40 per cent weight. It balances the road
mileage factor by recognizing the demands on roads and streets due
to the heavier concentration of people and the heavier concentration
of vehicles which people use, and which serve them. In place of
population alone, the population density of a community might be a
more accurate picture of road use and road needs. This thesis is
arguable but has merit and deserves attention.

The present Chapter 90 formula, then, is also weighted in favor of
non-urban communities in an age when the vast majority of motor-
ists live and work in metropolitan urban areas, and when
trends indicate that the urban population will continue to grow
more rapidly than our rural population.

Registration Factor. Registered motor vehicles are totally
ignored as a factor in distribution of funds in this State although
these vehicles are the very object for which today’s roads are built.
As pointed out elsewhere in this report, this factor is not perfect
but it is directly related to road use. Certainly, it more accurately
reflects traffic volume than does land area, or obsolete equalized
valuation or road mileage. It is a better factor than population
because it portrays fairly accurately the number of vehicles used by
the resident population and the people who serve that population.
Like population, the factor of motor vehicles favor urban areas since
most registered vehicles are owmed by urban residents. For that
reason their use in combination with population must be weighted
to avoid favoring urban areas. Of course, vehicle registration can
be used as a substitute factor for population.

The use of vehicle registrations in combinations with other factors
can be very helpful in determining road needs. For example,
coupled with road mileage, the number of registered vehicles per
mile in a community is attained which is used by other jurisdictions
to reflect traffic density. This approach appears to be sound but
runs into opposition from communities with low traffic density and
also from core cities, where local streets carry a traffic load con-
siderably in excess of the traffic density determined solely by the
core city’s vehicle registration. Adjustments, of course, can be^ 1
made for both extremes through the use of equalization grants. This
is in fact the nature of past legislative proposals in this State, al-
though if such an approach is to receive serious legislative consider-
ation, it would appear that the excessive weighting given to some
communities in more recent proposals might well be modified.
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Its use would have a striking effect on the very small towns and
for that reason a legislative floor on present grants is urged by many
spokesmen for the small towns, if a new formula using the registra-
tion factor is to be entertained.

Vehicle Registration Fee Factor. If fees are used as a factor the
measurement is considered more accurate than that of total units
registered. The reason is that the fee basis takes into consideration
the types, as well as the numbers of vehicles, and therefore adjusts
for the use made of roads and their maintenance costs.

* Other Factors. Two other factors merit serious legislative con-
sideration: (a) The use of vehicle miles, which some consider to be

the most accurate of all factors in measuring local road needs: (6)
the use of a money needs or highway cost factor which takes into
account the relativity of needs in various jurisdictions and the
varying effect of physical and economic influences upon the unit
cost of a given road or bridge. The latter factor would show the
relative construction and maintenance costs as a measurement of
needs. Both of these factors are commendable but it would seem
that neither can be successfully used in this State without the taking
of fundamental steps to logical highway planning; that of a major
needs and classification study on a state-wide basis embracing every
local road, street and highway in the Commonwealth.

General. Notwithstanding the defects of the present local aid
programs, the urgency of correcting them is probably no more than
was the case in 1947, or at least until new revenue permits appre-
ciable increases in state highway subsidies. New revenues may,
in fact, be necessary just to meet state obligations. At this time,
a minimum program ought to call for a detailed appraisal of local
needs so that state highway subsidies to local governments may
be placed on a less contraversial basis, if and when additional reven-
ues become available for this purpose.

As a final observation, it should be noted that state grants-in-aid
toward local highway costs, which have been the primary subject
of this report, are only one aspect of state subsidization of local units

government. Both the scope of the latter very broad subject and
the voluminous relevant literature are much too extensive to permit
of full coverage in this document. Necessarily, this report has con-
centrated on the background and ingredients of the highway sub-
sidy formula in use.

In searching for the formula which will best serve the interests
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led communities of Massachusetts, many d
n examined. No shade one of these factoi

)e usee

ice resul
ure. 1

T 1 nd elusive result, due
plicated formula construction, is a most complex considerations*
which makes so difficult the determination of fair and equitable

individual communities especiallydistribution of state aid
Under such circumstances the be possible supporting data are

mccessful as they theoreticallyneeded if formulas are to be as
ought to be. In particular, such information should measure as
accurately as possible the needs and abilities of local units from both
highway and financial viewpoints.
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Chapter 81, §§l 22; and §§29A 30.
*

A., Provisions Relating to the Department of Public Work

Section 1. Powers and Duties of the Department of Public Work
1. To compile statistics and make investigations regarding public way
2. To provide advice to counties, cities and towns.
3. To prepare maps of road systems
4. To collect data regarding road building resources in the Commonwealtl
5. To hold at least one public hearing each year in every county.

Tile Department has other duties which appear below
jf Local Officials. When requested by
ligation to furnish information regarding

Section 2. Road Information; Duti
the Department, local officials have an
public ways in their jurisdictions.

ase, Maintenance and Storage. The De-Section 3. Road Machinery Purch
partment may purchase and maintain necessary road machinery and may acquire
by eminent domain, locations to store these machines. Upon the application of a
town with less than 12,000 citizens, the Department may permit the town to use
the Department’s road machinery for construction or repair of public ways. The
town is obligated to pay the Department for the use of this equipment.

Laying Out of State Highways.B. Provision Relating to the
. Officials of a county, city or town may
and assume control over a highway in their
petition that the Department assume con-

Section 4- Petition of Local Official
petition the Department to construct
jurisdiction. Local officials may also
trol over an existing local road.

Section 5. Filing of Highway Plan by Department. If, after a public hearing,
the Department determines that “public necessity and convenience” require that

4^-a state highway should be constructed or that an existing way should become a
state highway, the Department must file a copy of the plan of the highway witl

;aoh city, town and county through which the highway is to pass. The width of
such highway is determined by the Department

Section 6. Alteration of Location. The Department may alter the location of
a state highway by filing a plan for such alteration with the towns, cities anc
counties in

Appendix A.

DIGEST OF MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL LAWS.
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Section 7. Acquisition of Land. The Department may exercise eminent do-
main power to acquire land needed for state highways. A city or town may agree
to indemnify the Commonwealth for the costs of such land takings.

ssary in conjunction with work on state
docate connecting ways. The Depart-
acquire land for this purpose. After
may give the city or town control over
:ned to traffic before its completion, the
ontrol.

Section 7A. Connecting Ways. If nee
highways, the Department may alter or r
ment may use eminent domain power tc
work has been completed, the Department
these connecting ways but if the way is opi
city or town is responsible for snow or ice i

Section 78. Protective Slope Easements The Department may use eminent
domain power to acquire easements on land adjoining state highways in order to
ensure that the land shall slope away from the highway. 1

The procedure for planning and build-
the procedures for other state highways.

Section 7C. Limited Access Highway
ing a limited access road are similar t
Property owners who lose their right
limited access road can recover damae

to a public way because of the
from the State. The Department may

also acquire, by eminent domain or purchase, the land (adjoining the limited access
highway) where right of access has been lost. A city or town cannot construct
additional access roads to a limited access highway without the permission of the
D.P.W.

Section 7D. Public Utility and Cattle Easements. The D.P.W. may grant
easements on state highway locations for wires, pipes, conduits and cattle crossings.

Section 7E. Sale of Excess Land. The Department may sell, rent, or (with
the approval of Governorand Council) transfer to another public body land which
it has acquired but has determined to be “no longer necessary for state highway
purposes.”

Such land may be sold at public or private sale. There is no requirement in the
law regarding bidding procedures.

Section 7F. Entry on Private Land. Agents or employees of the Department
have the right to enter private land to make surveys, drillings, etc., in connection
with the Department’s authorized functions.

Section 7G. Relocation of Public Utilities. When the Department takes prop-
erty owned or used by a public utility company, the Department may take, by
eminent domain, property which the company needs to relocate its facilities and
then convey it to the utility company.

Section 7H. Lease of Land for Public Parking. With the approval of the
Governor and Council, the Department may lease land adjacent to, over or under
a state highway for public parking facilities.

Section 8. Construction; Advertising for Bids. The Department is charged
with the supervision and planning of the
law requires that construction work be '

construction of all state highways. The
fairly apportioned” by the Department

Ms counties. Bidding pr edure for construction, grading, or fur-
:nt in construction are:nishing labor, materials, or any other elem
ids in two or more newspapers in each
,n. Also, the Department must adver-

1. The Department must advertise foi
county through which the highway is to
tise in three or more Boston daily papers
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2. There isno express requirement that bids be opened in public. However, the
time and place of the opening is public and the bids themsexves are subsequently
open for public inspection for three years.

3. The Department “reserves the right to reject any and all proposals” and the
only requirement in this section of the chapter is that the bid which is accepted
shall be “satisfactory.”

4. Contracts made shall be in writing, and subject tc approval of the Governor
and the Council.

Section 9 has been repealed

Section 10. Contribution by Cities and Toivns. A city or town may agree to
Contribute money, labor or materials toward the cost of any state highway in the

city or town. This is a voluntary contribution.
Section 11. Acquisition of Land to supply Road Materials. The Department

may acquire (by eminent domain if necessary) land to be used as a source of road
building material. The Department is limited to expending $5,000 per year for
this land and the land may be used only for this particular purpose. The De-
partment may permit cities and towns to use material from this land at terms to
be agreed upon. The Governorand Council must approve any land takings under
this section.

Section 12. Discontinuance or Abandonment. With the concurrence of the
county commissioners, the Department may discontinue a state highway. If this
is done, the road becomes a town way. The law expressly requires concurrence of
the county for the discontinuance of a state highway “laid out and constructed”
by the Department. Apparently, the law has been interpreted so as to require
the same procedures for the discontinuance of an existing road which the State
had “taken over” and made a state highway. The Department is also authorized
to abandon land taken for highway purposes.

Notice must be filed with the local Registry of Deeds and the effect is to revest
title in the person (or heirs or assigns) from whom the land was acquired. No
approval of the county is required for this abandonment.

C. Provisions Relating to the Maintenance and Repair of State Highways.

Section IS. Duties of the Department. The Department is obligated to keep
all state highways in good repair, and reasonably clear of brush at the expense of
the Commonwealth. The Department is also responsible to cause suitable shade
trees to be planted by state highways “if practicable.” These duties of the De-
partment extend to public ways in public parks and reservations (outside of

D.C. areas) and to roads on property controlledby other state agencies.

Section ISA. Landscaping Acceptance of Gifts. Persons owning land ad-
joining a state highway may give the Commonwealth permission to landscape
their property bordering the highway. This land remains subject to local real
estate taxation, however.

Section IJ+. Removal of Trees and Obstructions. —lf the Department can ob-
tain the consent of the owner, trees or shrubbery or other obstacles which make
travel on adjacent highways dangerous may be removed by the Department.
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laintenance and Repair. The Department may
towns for the maintenance and repair oft wit

The contracts may be made without advertised bidding
supervision by the D.P.W.
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•ections 16 and 17 have

Defects in Hiqhway Liability. The Commonwealth is liable for
struck

ratifications. Among these are: No liability for injury sustair
truction or reconstruction. No liability in excess of $4,000

Section 19. Local Police Jurisdiction; Snow Removal; Temporary Repairs. —

V town or city has police jurisdiction over ail state highways within its limits, rwP
the Department

When imr
thout the approval of the Department. The Di

The Di

I

DepartW

T

Detiar

4

D
w

4D

D
av

Section SO. Use of Federal Aid. The Department is authoriz
with federal authorities in the utilization of federal highway aid fi
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Massachusetts General Laws, Chapters 81, 82, 84, 90.

Stale Aid for Highways: Development of an Apportioning Formula. Charles
H, Bradford. A thesis presented to the Department of Economics of
Harvard University in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy in Public Finance. Cambridge, Mass. May, 1961.
451 pp. (typewritten).

€

State Local Relations in Highway Affairs in the United States. Richard M.
Zettel, Research Economist, Institute of Transportation and Traffic En-
gineering, University of California. Research Report No. 30. Berkeley,
California. January, 1960. 86 pp.
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